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1 Introduction

1.1 Scope

This manual describes the use and basic customization of the Software Technology for Adapt-
able and Reliable Systems (STARS) Reuse Library Framework (RLF) and its primary user
interface-the RLF Graphical Browser (GB); hereafter referred to as the RLF GB. The
reader is not expected to be a programmer, but familiarity with the UNIX C shell, UNIX files
and directories, and basic X Window System (X) interaction with some window manager is
assumed. This manual assumes that X has been properly installed and that the user is able

A to start an X server. This version of RLF can support execution using Portable Common
Tools Environment (PCTE) ds an underlying object management system. If you run the
PCTE version, then certain guidelines must be followed when installing and running the
software. PCTE-specific information has been gathered in Appendix G.

Some explanation of general RLF concepts is provided at the introductory level. This level
of explanation should be adequate for the RLF end-user. Other RLF documents exist that
contain more detailed information about the RLF. For information on constructing RLF li-
braries, consult the RLF Modeler's Manual. For detailed information on RLF administration
issues, see the RLF Administrator's Manual. For help with installation of the RLF software,
see the RLF Installation Guide. Since this version of RLF can support execution using
Emeraude's implementation of PCTE as an underlying object management system, if the
RLF is run with PCTE, it is assumed that the user understands PCTE and the Emeraude
product, including the ability to construct esh scripts.

1.2 Identification

" This manual is for the RLF Version 4.1 release, March, 1993. This release runs on SunOS,
version 4.1.1 or later. This manual assumes a UNIX C shell interpreter is accessible to the
user.

"A When building the RLF GB application from source code, the following software dependen-
cies exist:

"* STARS RLF, Version 4.1

"* STARS Reusable Graphical Browser (RGB), Version 1.0

"* SERC SA-Motif, Version 1.0 (commercial Ada bindings to X)

"* OSF/Motif 1.1

"• the X Window System, Release 4

"A and the following compiler dependency exists:
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e Sun Ada Compiler, Copyright 1984, 1992 Sun-4 SunOS Release 4.0 and 4.1, Version
1.1(f)

If you do not already have the STARS products, you may obtain them by following the
instructions in the RLF Version Description Document listed in Appendix 1, "References."

At run-time, the only software dependency that exists is the following:

* the X Window System, Release 4

1.3 Product Overview and Rationale

Within a particular problem domain, applications tend to have similar characteristics. To
facilitate reuse within a domain, it is useful to analyze the domain to identify the similarities
and differences among applications, and to record the results of this analysis in the form of
a domain model and generic domain architecture. A crucial requirement for domain-specific
reuse libraries of the future is that they provide a means for storing and accessing this domain
knowledge to readily support reuse-based application development.

The RLF was designed specifically to meet this need. The RLF supports the development and
evolution of comprehensive domain models consisting of taxonomic information to describe
domain structure and rule bases to capture heuristic domain knowledge. Such a domain
model is capable of supporting many tools that impact all phases of the software lifecycle
and support reuse of a broad spectrum of life cycle products beyond just source code.

The search and retrieval mechanisms of the RLF provide both novice and experienced users
effective reuse library access. The RLF provides several modes of user interaction to sup-
port different search strategies. The fundamental mode of operation relies on a browsing
paradigm, wherein users are presented with a graphical representation of the library domain
model and move through the library under their own control, deciding which kinds of assets
to investigate. The RLF also provides an advisor mode, which gives users rule-based ad-
vice about which assets to investigate next, and a query mode which allows users to submit
database-style queries about library assets.

The main purpose of the RLF GB is to provide a graphical user interface to the RLF. This
graphical interface is the primary user interface when the RLF is used as a domain-specific
software reuse library tool. Another purpose of the RLF GB is to demonstrate large-scale
Ada software reuse. The RLF GB itself reuses the RLF and RGB software subsystem
components.

The RLF GB provides to the user a graphical, point-and-click interface to the RLF and its
structured domain knowledge. The graphical interface to the RLF has completely replaced
the textual interface of older versions of the RLF. The Library-Editor application also
has a graphical interface; the textual interface is no longer supported.
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The RLF GB relies on the X Window System (X) to provide some of its capabilities, such as
windowing, pull-down menus, graphics display, and mouse control. With these capabilities
the RLF GB can graphically depict an RLF library, and the user can view and interact with
the library using simple mouse actions. The library structure is also referred to as a domain
model.

The functionality of this version of the RLF GB provides read-only access to the do-
main model. It does not provide any network creation or modification capabilities. The
Library-Editor application provides some library modification capabilities, but is not dis-
cussed further in this manual. For a detailed discussion of the Library-Editor , see the
RLF Administrator's Manual.

1.4 RLF Fundamentals

It is necessary to explain some RLF fundamentals to get the most benefit out of using the
RLF GB. However, the scope of this manual places constraints on the depth of explanation;
it must therefore remain an overview. See the RLF documents listed in Appendix I for more
detailed information on the RLF.

The RLF consists of two primary subsystems, AdaKNET and AdaTAU. AdaKNET, which
stands for "Ada Knowledge Network," is a knowledge representation system derived from
the well-known artificial intelligence system KL-ONE. It enables the creation of knowledge
structures known as "structured inheritance networks," which are also referred to as "se-
mantic networks." Such networks can be used to model the characteristics of widely diverse
domains, and are well suited to the construction of domain models supporting the develop-
ment of software component libraries addressing specific application domains.

AdaTAU stands for "Ada Think, Act, and Update," which describes the basic functions of
the AdaTAU rule-based inferencing subsystem. The AdaKNET and AdaTAU subsystems
are unified in RLF through a software layer that enables AdaTAU inferencers to be associated
with specific concepts in an AdaKNET network.

There are two central elements of an AdaKNET network: category and object. A category
is a class of domain entities, such as "Reusable Software Component," and an object is an
instance of a category, such as an actual file containing reusable source code-a particular
sorting algorithm, for example, named "Quicksort." AdaKNET categories are organized
hierarchically into what is called a specialization hierarchy. In this hierarchy, one category
"specializes" another if the set of objects it represents is a subset of the set of objects
represented by the other category; the specializing category is known as a subcategory, and
it can specialize one or more categories. Objects are said to "individuate" categories, and
each object individuates one or more category. The individuation relationship is similar in
principle to the relationship between an Ada generic package and an instantiation of that
package, or the relationship between a class of items such as "documents," and a particular
item that belongs in that class or is a specific example of an item in that class, such as "the
RLF User's Manual."
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A category may have associated with it a set of relationships to other categories. These
relationships, different from the specialization relationship described above, can be viewed
as defining a set of arbitrary "relational attributes" between two categories. Subcategories
are said to inherit all such attributes from their parent categories. That is, all the relational
attributes defined for a category are also defined for its subcategories; the subcategories may
have additional relational attributes of their own. The objects that individuate a particu-
lar category provide fillers, or values, (in the form of related objects) for those relational
attributes, thus enabling relationships between objects to be represented. This relational
attribute structure among categories and objects is said to form the aggregation hierarchy
of the network. Relational attributes are typically used to indicate object interdependen-
cies, "part-of" relationships (e.g., an object is a sub-component or part of another object),
or derivation or history relationships (e.g., a code component is derived from a particular
design component).

In addition, a category or object may have associated with it a set of text strings, data
files, or integers. Each such item can be considered to be a value attribute of its associated
category or object. This mechanism is used to associate actual component data, such as Ada
source code files, with AdaKNET objects, and it is also used to record textual or integer
information about categories or objects that is not readily representable solely within the
AdaKNET specialization and aggregation formalisms. For example, a value attribute can be
used to record the name and address of a person, an abstract for a document, or information
instructing a user how to reuse a software component. Value attributes are attached to
individual categories and objects and are not subject to the inheritance mechanism that is
employed for relational attributes.

It is important at this point to clarify some terminology that is used throughout the RLF
GB and throughout the remainder of this document. Relational attributes are generally
referred to as "relationships," with a "related category" or "related object" as their target,
whereas the value attributes are generally referred to simply as "attributes." Also, the term
"concept" has been used historically within the RLF community to refer to either a category
or an object, and that usage is continued herein. An "RLF network" (or "semantic network",
or just "network") consists of a set of concepts and all the specialization and aggregation
relationships between them. An "RLF library" consists of a network, the value attributes
in the network, and any AdaTAU inferencers that may be associated with concepts in the
network.

The RLF GB allows the user to traverse an RLF library via both the specialization and
aggregation hierarchies (where the specialization hierarchy is assumed here to include ob-
jects for convenience) and also allows the user to access the value attributes and AdaTAU
inferencers. Graphical views of the specialization hierarchies and the aggregation hierarchies
are obtainable. The RLF GB draws a graph on the screen consisting of all the categories
and objects in a network, depicted as the "nodes" of the graph, and connects the nodes with
arcs representing the specialization and individuation relationships. An arc can be from a
category node to another category node, representing the specialization relationship, or from
a category node to an object node, representing the individuation relationship. These arcs
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Figure 1: Specialization and Individuation

are directed arcs, so only one end of the arc has an arrowhead attached. The direction of
the arcs displayed by the RLF GB flow from left to right. A node on the right specializes
(or individuates) a node on its left when there is an arc between them. Figure 1 contains a
partial graph that illustrates how the RLF GB depicts nodes and arcs. Within this graphical
context, the aggregation hierarchy is traversed from a particular node by invoking functions
from menus available at each node. These node menus contain the names of nodes related to
that node, or options that produce a graphical representation of the aggregation hierarchy.
Value attributes are accessed similarly, through the assistance of the RLF "action" mecha-
nism described later in this manual, and AdaTAU inferencers are also accessed through a
similar mechanism.

In the graph shown in Figure 1, the root of the graph is the category "mammal." The
categories "dog" and "cat" specialize "mammal." If "mammal" has any relational attributes
associated with it, then its specializations inherit those relationships. For example, if concept
"mammal" possesses the relationship "is-owned-by," then both "dog" and "cat" also have the
"is.owned.by" relationship. The object "Snoopy" individuates the category "dog", indicating
there exists a concrete example in the world-a certain dog named "Snoopy"-of the abstract
concept called "dog" in this domain of mammals. The filler for the "is-owned.by" relationship
of "Snoopy" might be another object in the model called "Charlie Brown" (not shown in
the figure).
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As indicated earlier, concepts may have actions associated with them. Actions have a name
and a target. The action defines an executable program, script, or procedure that can be
invoked from the RLF GB. The target is a value attribute of the concept for which the action
is defined. Most often, actions are defined for attributes whose values are stored in a disk
file. An action could be defined, for example, that would run an Ada compiler and linker on
a target source code file, and another action could be defined that would run the resulting
executable file. Actions are inherited down the specialization hierarchy, via a mechanism
similar to the inheritance mechanism previously described for relational attributes.

In an RLF model, since categories may specialize more than one category, multiple inheri-
tance is possible. Multiple inheritance is a powerful inferential mechanism whereby a category
may inherit relational attributes from more than one parent category. This allows a single
category to embody the combined relationships of many parent categories. That category
may then further refine those relationships by restricting the related category or reducing the
number of fillers that is allowei. Through this mechanism, the commonalities among vari-
ous categories are easily modeled, and a new category has to define only its unique features.
This notion is also extended analogously to objects that individuate multiple categories; they
possess (and can have fillers for) all the relationships that are defined within all their parent
categories.

The method that the RLF GB currently uses to display an RLF specialization hierarchy,
which can be represented visually by a construct known as a directed acyclic graph (DAG),
is to unfold the graph into a simple tree structure (references to a "graph" elsewhere in
this document refer to this tree representation of the graph). This allows the RLF GB to
create aesthetically pleasing layouts, but causes a side effect that can sometimes be a source
of confusion to the unwary user. As stated above, RLF provides a multiple inheritance
mechanism, which allows concepts in a network to have more than one parent category. If
the RLF GB were to display a DAG, rather than a tree, each concept in the network would
be represented by a single node; if the concept had multiple parents, its corresponding node
in the graph would have multiple arcs fanning in to meet it. However, in a network displayed
as a tree, a concept is represented by multiple nodes if it has multiple parents, since a node
in a tree can only have a single parent. Therefore, concepts with multiple parents appear
as multiple nodes, each having only one arc leading to it. Each such arc emanates from a
different parent, so that each instance of the concept within the tree provides an alternative
context for understanding the concept. To minimize user confusion due to this approach, the
RLF GB assigns a unique numeric suffix to the name of each node representing a multiply
inherited concept. This gives every node in the graph a unique name, while also clearly
identifying which nodes represent multiply inherited concepts. Note that concepts whose
parents are categories with multiple parents will also appear multiple times in the tree, even
if they have only one parent themselves.

Another note on terminology is appropriate at this point. An RLF GB graph consist!'
of nodes, while an RLF specialization hierarchy (including objects) consists of concepts.
Due to the fact that multiple nodes may represent a single concept, "node" and "concept"
are not truly interchangeable terms. However, they are very nearly so, and they are used
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interchangeably within this document to a significant degree, when there is no danger of
ambiguity.

Operational details of the RLF GB are supplied in the following sections. First the Main
Menu options are discussed, then the functions available in the command bar of every RLF
GB graph display window are explained. Following that are the sections that describe the
operation of the context-sensitive node menus. Usage scenarios can be found in the appendix.
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1.5 Notation Used in this Manual

This manual describes procedures to interact with the UNIX operating system through a
C shell interpreter, and procedures to interact with a graphical user interface. Therefore.
examples are given that sometimes use a special notation. In presenting the examples, the
following notation is used:

"* typewriter font

This font represents information displayed by the computer. It is also used in code
examples and textual passages to indicate use of the C shell command language or
names of UNIX programs.

"* italic font

This font is used in textual passages and code examples to indicate user-specified
parameters (information you supply) for program names or command line options; it
is also used to indicate special terms or phrases used in textual descriptions, and is
also used in the conventional manner to place emphasis on words.

* Escapel

Typewriter font enclosed in a box denotes a key on the keyboard.

The percent sign is used to represent the C shell prompt.

• [Quit]

This bold font, enclosed in square brackets, represents a graphical command button,
or menu option that is available from a graphical pull-down menu or cascading menu.

In the following example you would type the text "source -/. cshrc" but you would not
type the percent sign ("V'), which is the C shell prompt; also note that your C shell prompt

may appear differently:

%. source -/.cshrc

In the next example you would insert the name of a text editor of your choice, such as vi or
emacs, but you would type the filename ". cshrc" as shown:

%. editor .cshrc

The following example shows the use of the square brackets to indicate a graphical command
button. These buttons are displayed by X and must be clicked on with a mouse to be
activated:

Click the [Quit] button to exit the RLF GB.
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2 Getting Started

This section contains information needed to set up and invoke the RLF Graphical Browser.
It should be of particular interest to first-lime RLF users.

2.1 Assumptions

This manual assumes that the RLF GB application has been previously built and installed.
The detailed instructions for the building and installation of the RLF GB can be found in
the RLF Installation Guide document listed in Appendix I, "References.".

Since the installation is assumed to have been previously performed, the RLF GB resource
specification file (named "RLFBrovser") should reside at the following location:

/usr/lib/X11/app-defaults/RLFSrowser

If the above file does not exist, then consult your system administrator. If it is not feasible or
desirable to to install the "RLFBrowser" file at the above location at your site, then consult
Appendix A, "Customization," of this document for alternative approaches.

This manual also assumes that you know how to start up the X Window System on your
workstation. For more detailed information on starting and customizing X, see the X docu-
ment listed in Appendix I, "References.".

2.2 Initial Setup Procedures

If the RLF GB has already been built, then there will be an executable file named
"Graphical-Browser" and a C shell script named "RLFGB" available for execution. Place
the pathname where the "Graphical-Browser" and "RLFGB" files reside into your command
search path. This is accomplished by modifying the value of the C shell path variable, either
temporarily or permanently.

You can temporarily place the pathname of the "Graphical-Browser" executable into your
command search path by modifying the C shell path variable. This can be done by issuing
the following command at your C shell prompt:

% set path = ( RLFGB-pathname $path )

This will add RLF.GB-pathname to your current command search path, where
RLF.GB-pathname is a pathname you supply. However, when your current shell is exited,
this modification will be lost.
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You can permanently place the pathname of the "GraphicalBrowser" executable into your
command search path by editing the C shell initialization file (named ".cshrc") in your

home directory, and inserting the following line:

set path = ( RLFGB.pathname $path )

where $path is the shell variable that contains your current command search path,

and RLFUGBpathname is a pathname you provide to the directory that contains the
"Graphical-Browser" executable. Alternatively, you can add RLFGBpathnamC to any
set path statement that may already exist in your .cshrc file. Since the C shell reads the
. cshrc file every time it is started, these variable settings are effectively permaneut until
you edit the .cshrc again.

2.3 Environment Variables

There are two environment variables that must be set before the RLF GB can be run
successfully. They are as follows:

"* DISPLAY

"* RLFLIBRARIES

You can edit the . cshrc file so that these variables are automatically set every time you

invoke a new C shell.

(Actually, the above environment variables can be overridden or superseded with command-

line options, which are discussed in the appendix. Thus, setting these environment variables
is just one method among several for configuring the RLF GB.)

2.3.1 The DISPLAY Environment Variable

The DISPLAY environment variable is used by X to determine the host where your X server
is running, as well as the number of the display to be used on that host. To have this

environment variable set automatically each time you log in, insert the following line into
your . cshrc file:

% setenv DISPLAY hostname:O

where the hostname is the name of your computer system as it is known to your network, and
":0" refers to the first display screen of your system (most conventional computer systems
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are of the one-display type, but X allows applications to run on multi-display systems). You
can obtain your host name, if you do not already know it, by issuing the UNIX command
"ho stname".

For example, if you issued the hostname command, as follows:

% hostname

and you received the following output:

sparclO

then you would set your DISPLAY environment variable as follows:

% setenv DISPLAY sparclO:O

2.3.2 The RLFLIBRARIES Environment Variable

The RLFLIBRARIES environment variable is used by the RLF to determine the location
of the RLF libraries to be read. An RLF library must be created before the RLF GB can be
used to browse that library. The procedures to create RLF libraries are explained in detail in
the RLF documents listed in Appendix I, "References." To have this environment variable
set automatically each time you log in, insert the following line into your .cshrc file:

setenv RLF.LIBRARIES rlf-library-pathname

where rlf-library-pathname is the pathname to a directory that contains at least one previ-
ously created RLF library.

The source command is a valuable tool for working in your current shell environment. When
you execute the source command, your C shell reads and executes the commands in the
specified file. Since no new subshell is created, you can use source to modify your current
environment. Therefore, after editing your . cshrc file, you can then "source" it so that the
new environment variables will be read by your current shell. This has an effect similar to
exiting your current C shell and starting a new C shell. To "source" your . cshrc file, type
the following command:

% source -/.cshrc
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where the tilde ( " ) is expanded by the C shell to be the path to your home directory.

If you need more information about setting up your X environment, consult the X documen-
tation listed in Section I. Experienced users may wish to refer to Appendix A, "Customiza-
tion."

2.4 Invoking the RLF GB

After the setup procedures have been completed, the RLF GB can then be started. A C
shell script is provided for this purpose. The C shell is provided to check the values of
the environment variables and the status of files that the RLF GB reads during execution.
The RLF GB can be invoked without the use of this startup script; it is entirely optional.
The RLF GB startup script is provided as a convenience to inexperienced RLF users in an
attempt to automate some of the status checking that would be performed in a trouble-
shooting session.

The startup script is named "RLFGB". To invoke the RLF GB, execute the "RLFGB" script
by typing its name at the C shell prompt and pressing the Return key:

% RLFGB

After invoking the RLF GB you should see the Main Menu appear in a new window. Oper-
ating procedures for the RLF GB are explained in further detail in the following sections.

To invoke the RLF GB directly, without using the RLF GB startup script, type the name
of the program on the command line:

% Graphical-Browser

As with the startup script, after invoking the RLF GB you should see the Main Menu appear
in a new window. Operating procedures for the RLF GB are explained in further detail in
the following sections.

2.5 Usage Scenarios

This section contains high-level descriptions of usage scenarios for the RLF. Since the pro-
gram operations have not yet been discussed in detail, the low-level, detailed usage scenarios
are deferred until the Appendix. See Appendix E, "Detailed Usage Scenarios," for the more
detailed usage scenarios.

The RLF GB presents users with graphical views of an RLF library model and provides a
variety of commands, both global and context-sensitive, that enable the user to navigate the
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model and search for assets and to perform library-specific operations defined with the RLF
action mechanism.

There are three basic search modes provided by the RLF GB to support different search
strategies:

"* The fundamental mode of operation relies on a browsing paradigm, wherein users
navigate within the graphical views under their own control, deciding which kinds of
assets to investigate.

"* In addition, there is an advisor mode, which gives users rule-based advice about which
assets to investigate next, based on information elicited from users concerning their
needs.

"* Also, a simple textual query mode is provided that allows users to submit queries
about the names of library entities. (More sophisticated query capabilities are planned
as future enhancements.)

Once interesting assets have been found, the RLF can be very useful for understanding and
evaluating assets to determine if they are appropriate for the target system. The library
model itself can greatly promote asset understanding through the wealth of descriptive and
relational information that can be embodied directly in RLF models. In addition, the RLF
action mechanism further promotes the asset understanding and evaluation process by en-
abling invocation of external tools that provide access to additional tool-specific asset in-
formation or that allow live, on-line testing of assets. Note that RLF libraries typically
contain more than just code assets, and asset utilization can thus involve the reuse of other
forms of assets, including various kinds of documents, test and evaluation materials, and so
on. As mentioned previously, see Appendix C, "Detailed Usage Scenarios," for detailed,
step-by-step usage scenarios.
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2.6 Summary of RLF GB Startup Procedures

A synopsis of bhe RLF GB's startup procedures is given in the folio ving list:

1. Start the X Window System.

2. Edit your . cshrc file to define the path shell variable, and the environment variables
DISPLAY and RLFLIBRARIES:

% editor -/. cshrc

% source -/.cshrc

3. Invoke the "RLFGB" script which runs the RLF GB executable:

% RLFGB

or else invoke the RLF GB directly:

%, GraphicalBrowser

Note: The editing step need only be performed once initially; thereafter that step may be
omitted.
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Figure 2: The Main Menu

3 Modes of Operation

3.1 The Main Menu-Selecting RLF Libraries

The RLF GB displays its menus and windows graphically using X. The initial dimensions
of the menus and windows can be specified in several different ways. In this release the
dimensions are specified in the "RLFBrowser" resource specification file. These dimensions
can be modified to suit individual needs. See Appendix A, "Customization," for further
details on customizing the RLF GB.

When the RLF GB is invoked, the Main Menu is displayed (see Figure 2). The Main Menu
provides options that allow you to either select an RLF library for viewing, or to exit the
RLF GB application.

The Main Menu contains only two options: [Select a Library], and [Quit]. These options
are displayed horizontally as buttons that you can "click" on (depress and release the mouse
button). The horizontal area where the command buttnns are displayed is referred to as
the "command bar." You move the mouse pointer (sometimes referred to as the "cursor")
over any command button using your mouse; the movement of the mouse is reflected by the
movement of the pointer.

If you click on the [Select a Library] option, a menu is created that lists the available RLF
libraries that have been stored in the directory identified by the RLFLIBRARIES environment
variable. Consult the RLF documents listed in Appendix I, "References," for guidance in
creating RLF libraries. The Select a Library menu appears as a pull-down graphical menu,
similar to the menu shown in Figure 3.

A pull-down menu, such as the Select a Library menu, will stay posted on the screen after it
is invoked with a mouse click. You can then select one of the options available in the menu
by moving the pointer over the desired option and clicking the mouse on that button. This
is called selecting the option. You can dismiss the menu by clicking the mouse elsewhere
on the screen, such as the menu's titlebar, where the text "Main Menu" is displayed, or by
pressing the Escape key on your keyboard.

For example, to select the "Ada Benchmarks" library, you place the pointer inside the box
labeled "Ada Benchmarks." Clicking the mouse button will cause the "Ada Benchmarks"
library to be displayed.
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Figure 3: The Select a Library Menu

After you select a particular library, the RLF GB displays some informational statements
regarding its processing status in the original window from which the application was invoked.
These statements reflect the progress of the RLF GB's internal processing and can be safely
ignored. They are displayed because large RLF libraries that contain hundreds of concepts
can take several minutes to process; therefore, they indicate that the program is working
properly. If the RLF GB does encounter a problem with its input or output processing, an
exception will be raised and an error message will be displayed. A list of error messages and
a description of their possible causes is given in Appendix D.

The status information appears similar to the following:

Welcome to the RLF Graphical Browser.
Version 4.1

Copyright 1992, 1993, Paramax Systems Corp.

Main browser loop...

Getting the root node of the RLF network.
Loading the current state of the RLF network.
Creating the graphical browser's graph structures.
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This graph contains 79 nodes.

Creating a full view.
Laying out static views.

After an RLF library is selected, the RLF GB creates a graphical depiction of the library
in a new window, called a "view," or "graph display window." Multiple RLF libraries and
views may be displayed simultaneously. After displaying the view of one RLF library, you
can display the view of another RLF library by clicking on the [Select a Library] option
from the graph display window's command bar. This will invoke the Select a Library menu
again and you can choose another library at this point. Note that by displaying the first
RLF library, the Main Menu window is expanded. Therefore, there is still only one RLF
GB window being displayed at this point. Consult the X user guide listed in Appendix I,
"References," for additional guidance in manipulating windows on your screen. The RLF
GB graph display window and its operations are explained in more detail in the following
sections.
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Figure 4: The User Interface Components of a View

3.2 The Graph Display Window

The user interface components of the graph display window are shown in Figure 4. The
graph display window is also referred to as a "view." The example view in Figure 4 has the
name of the corresponding RLF library displayed in its titlebar: "Sort and Search", along
with other information that is described in the following sections.

3.2.1 The Command Bar

Directly beneath the view's titlebar is a row of command buttons called the "command bar."
Each command button is explained in detail in the following sections. Beneath the command
bar is the graph display window, with a vertical scrollbar on the left side and a horizontal
scrollbar at the bottom. The graph display window is where the graphical depiction of the
RLF library appears.

3.2.2 Graph Scrollbars

Graph display windows will have scrollbars when the graph is too large to fit into the available
window display area in its entirety. Scrollbars can be either vertical or horizontal, and are
used to control movement of the graph display in those directions. There is a sliding bar
within a scrollbar, called the "thumb" (sometimes called "slider"), that moves within the
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Figure 5: The Elements of a Scrollbar

scrolling region (see Figure 5). The thumb displays the position and the amount of the graph
currently showing in the graph display window relative to the total size of the graph. If the
whole graph fits within the given window, then no scrollbars are displayed.

When the pointer is positioned in the scrollbar and the mouse is clicked, the scrollbar becomes
the focus of input. This state is indicated by a highlighted border (see Figure 5). Clicking
the first (usually the left) or second (the middle) mouse button in the scrolling region causes
the graph display window to scroll towards that side of the display. You can also drag the
thumb in either direction by clicking and holding the first or second mouse button down
while you move the mouse in either direction-left or right for horizontal scrolbars, or up or
down for vertical scrolbars.

You can also use the directional arrows (see Figure 5) to move the scrollbar thumb in an
incremental manner. By clicking on one of the directional arrows (sometimes called "incre-
mental arrows"), you can cause the thumb and the graph display to move in that direction
in small increments.

In addition to mouse control of scrollbars, you are also able to use the arrow keys on the
numeric keypad of your keyboard to control the selected scrollbar. For example, if the vertical
scrollbar is currently selected, then you can use the Up or Down keys (usually demarcated
with arrows) to move the thumb ia an incremental manner.
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Figure 6: Category and Object Nodes

3.3 The Graph Display

In most graphs depicting an RLF semantic network, the graph will contain a root node, arcs,
and two different types of nodes: category nodes and object nodes. Some networks may not
contain any object nodes.

Category nodes are represented in the RLF GB by a bitmap that looks like a dotted, empty
box. Object nodes are represented by a bitmap that looks like a solid cube with shading.
See Figure 7 for an illustration of these bitmaps. These bitmaps can be customized to suit
individual needs. The pathname to the bitmaps directory and individual bitmap filenames
are specified in the RLFBrowser file. Alternative bitmaps can be specified by either modify-
ing the pathnames to indicate different bitmap filenames, or by editing the existing bitmap
files with the bitmap editor that accompanies X. See the X documentation for instructions
on how to use the bitmap editor (the program name is bitmap). Also, see Appendix A,
"Customization," for further details on customizing the RLF GB to satisfy individual needs.

There is also a finer granularity of detail available for specifying bitmap types. In addition to
indicating whether a node is a category or an object, the bitmaps can represent what kinds
of information may be avilable at that node. For example, a node may have a procedure
attached to it (called an "action"), or an inferencer (these capabilities are explained in detail
in the following sections), and it is possible to assign different bitmaps to nodes that contain
differing sets of capabilities. Figure 6 shows the default set of bitmaps used to represent the
informational content of the graph nodes.

Each node and each arc connector in the graph display is like a command button. When
you place the pointer in the area over one of their bitmaps, they become highlighted. The
highlighted state is indicated in one of two ways: either the bitmap is set to reverse video
(white pixels become black, and vice versa), or a highlighting border is drawn around the
bitmap. The highlighted state indicates that if you now click and hold the first (usually left)
mouse button, you will invoke the menu for that particular node. Note that you must click
and hold down (i.e., drag) the mouse to the right to invoke the Motif-style cascading menus.
Cascading menus are also known as "pull-right" menus; they are called cascading menus
because submenus are displayed to the right side of and slightly lower than the parent menu.
Submenus are indicated with an arrowhead that appears in the menu entry (see Figure 8).
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Figure 7: Category and Object Nodes with Actions or Inferencers Attached

You must drag the pointer to the right to invoke the cascading menus. Each node menu and
its commands is explained in detail in the following sections.

There are two other notions associated with nodes in the graph display that are useful to
library browsers: visiting and focusing. The "current focus" is defined as one particular node
in a view. The currently focused node is the one that the RLF GB attempts to center in the
view. Sometimes it is impossible to place the node of current focus exactly in the center of
the view, since the node may be on one of the extreme edges of the view. In these cases, the
RLF GB centers the node as near as possible with respect to one of the vertical or horizontal
edges. The notion of "visiting" a node is necessary because a list is kept of the user's course
of navigation through the library. This list is available to the user as a command option.
Therefore, some definition of what constitutes a visit is necessary. Those nodes that have
been visited are added to the node history list. In the RLF GB, a visit to a node is defined as
clicking on a node and invoking the node menu, even if the menu is subsequently canceled.
Node history lists and node menus are described in detail in the following sections.

3.4 The Filter View Command

The [Filter View] commands allow you to display various subsets of the current graph.
When you click on the [Filter View] button, a pull-down menu will be displayed. See
Figure 9 for an illustration of the Filter View pull-down menu.

Various levels of graphs may be displayed. Clicking on the [Top-Level View] command
creates a new view that contains only the top two levels-level 0 and level 1, where level
0 corresponds to the level of the root node--of the graph. Clicking on the [Second-Level
View] command creates a new view that contains levels 0, 1, and 2. Additionally, you
may specify an arbitrary level of graph to display, up to the maximum level of the graph.
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Figure 9: The Filter View Pull-Down Menu
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When you select the [N-Level Viewi command, a popup dialog box appears and you are
prompted for the number of levels you wish to be displayed. See Figure 10 for an illustration
of a Second-Level view.

A dialog box is used when the RLF GB needs to obtain some information from you, such as
a number or some text, and usually contains a prompt, an input area, and command buttons
that allow you to confirm or cancel the dialog input (see Figure 13 for a depiction of a dialog
box).

Another way to filter the view is to limit the types of nodes that are displayed. If you
want to see only categories, then click on the [Suppress Objects] subcommand button.
The [Suppress Objects] command hides all the object nodes currently being displayed.
The internal data structures that represent the graph are unaltered, thus the topology of
the graph is not affected. This release of the RLF GB does not have the capability to
dynamically re-layout the graph, however, so if you are trying to reduce the overall size of
the graph, this command will not help. A dynamic re-layout capability may be provided in
a future version of the RLF GB.

If, after suppressing objects, you want to see them again, then click the [Unsuppress Ob-
jects] subcommand button. This command causes all the object nodes that are currently
hidden to become visible again, but only if their parent category is not hidden. The [Un-
suppress All] command is available for the case where there might be more than just one
type of node (or arc) suppressed, and it is a convenient way to restore the display of the
graph back to its original state. Since nodes and arcs can be suppressed individually, the
[Unsuppress All] command can be used to easily make them all visible once again.
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Figure 11: The Navigate View Pull-Down Menu

3.5 The Navigate View Command

The [Navigate View] command is used to pull down the Navigate View menu. This menu
is shown in Figure 11. The [Navigate View] commands are used to traverse the graph
when a specific destination is previously known. For example, if you want to go to the root
node of the graph, or if you know the name of a specific node that you want to go to, then
these commands can be used to move to that position of the graph. These commands are
explained in further detail in the following sections.

3.5.1 The Node History Command

Clicking on the [Node History] command button causes the Previously Visited Nodes menu
to be displayed. A node history list of previously visited nodes is maintained by the RLF GB
as you browse through the library. A "visit" is defined as clicking on a node and invoking
its menu. The Previously Visited Nodes menu consists of concept name entries followed by
a demarcation string to denote which type of view the node was visited in: a Specialization
View, or a Relationship View; indicated by the strings "(S)" and "(R)" respectively. (These
different types of views are explained in detail in the following sections.)

If you select one of the entries in the Node History menu, the graph display is focused
upon that node. Focus is placed on the node in its corresponding window; i.e., if you select
[ Ada (R) ], then the current focus goes to the "Ada" node in the Relationship View; if
you select [ Internal Sorts (S) ], then the current focus goes to the "Internal Sorts" node
in the Specialization View. Note that if one of these views happens to be occluded at the
time you select the option, then the focusing and centering events may go unnoticed.

Nodes that have been most-recently visited are placed at the top of the menu; those nodes
that have been in the list the longest are pushed towards the bottom of the list. See Figure 12
for an example of a Previously Visited Nodes menu.
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Figure 12: The Node History Menu

3.5.2 The Go To a Node Command

The [Go To a Node] command button allows you to specify a particular node name, then
searches the graph for that node, and centers the view on that node. If you know the exact
name of a certain node, this is a quick way to move to that node.

When you click on the [Go To a Node] command button, a dialog box is displayed (see

Figure 13). The dialog box allows you to type the name of some node. Note that you must
place the screen podurinrside the text entry area and click the mouse before text can be
entered. The text entry point is indicated by a cursor that looks similar to a tall, skinny,

uppercase f (called an "I-beam" cursor) to show where new text will be inserted (you can
think of Typ as standing for "Insert"). When you are finished typing, you must click on the
[OK] confirmation button or press the Rur key for the RLF GB to accept your input

and use it to search the graph. When the specified node is found, it is centered in the view.

If the text you type is erroneous, for example, the requested node name is nonexistent, then
an alert box will be displayed (see Figure 14). The alert box is a notification that some
error has occurred during processing, or that you have requested a function that cannot be
performed at the time. The Go To alert box notification will include the node name that
you typed so you can check it and make corrections.

Figure 14 shows the alert box that would be displayed if you requested the [Go To a Node]
command to search for a node called "foobar" when a node of that name did not exist in the
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Enter Node Name:

Figure 13: The [Go To] Dialog Box

FG Node foobar Invalid. Please try again.

Figure 14: The [Go To] Alert Box

current library. This alert box informs you that the text you typed, "foobar", was invalid,
and that you should try typing some different text. You must click on the [OK] confirmation
button to acknowledge the alert box and continue.

3.5.3 The Go To Root Node Command

Clicking on the [Go To Root Node] command button causes the display of the graph to
be centered (with respect to the top and bottom of the graph display window) on the root
node. All graphs must have a single root node by definition. It is often desirable, after
some initial browsing, to return to the root node of a graph when navigating through an
unfamiliar library. The view is centered on the root node when it is initially opened, so this
command is useful when it is desired to quickly return to the root node.

3.6 The Search Command

The [Search] command button allows you to enter a text pattern of at least three characters.
The RLF GB then searches the cu, rent view for all concepts whose names contain that text,
and displays a control panel with a list of the possible selections. The view is centered on
the selected node. If you know the name of a certain concept, or a partial name, this is a
convenient means of navigating through the library.

When you click on the [Search] command button a dialog box will be displayed with a
prompt, "Enter Search String:". The dialog box allows you to specify the text of the search.
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Search List Selections:

Boyer-Moore Search
Straight Search
Unear Search
Nested Search

K M P Search
Example Binary Search
Search Algorithms
Table Search

APPLYD 
I A Cj I

Figure 15: The [Search] Control Panel Menu

Note that you must click the pointer inside the text entry box before text can be entered.
When you are finished typing, you must click on the [OK] confirmation button or press the
Return[ key for the RLF GB to accept your input and use the text to search through the
library for matches.

When the search is complete, a control panel menu will be displayed. You may then click
on one of the menu options and the view will be centered over that node. See Figure 15 for
an example of a Search List Selections control panel menu that was obtained by specifying
"sea" as the search string.

Figure 15 shows a particular node name, "Binary Search," after it has been selected (clicked
on with the mouse). Selecting a node name entry causes it to become highlighted. To traverse
the graph to the selected node, click the [APPLY] button. To erase the current selection,
click the [RESET] button. To cancel the entire Search operation, click the [CANCEL]
button.

If you specify a search string that produces no matches, then an alert box is displayed with
a message similar to the following:

No nodes contain the string foobar.

If you specify a search string that has less than three characters, then an alert box is displayed
with this message:

I'm sorry, but you must enter at least three characters.
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Figure 16: The Topology Display

3.7 The Topology Command

To obtain a topology display, or compressed view, of the currently displayed graph, the
[Topology] command button can be clicked on. This command button provides a toggle

switch for the topology display; that is, clicking on the command button repeatedly turns

the display on and off. The topology display appears either on the right side or the bottom
of the view, depending on the dimensions of the window. See Figure 16 for a depiction of a

topology display.

The topology display contains a rectangular, highlighted region that acts similar to a scrohlbar

thumb (explained in Section 3.2.2). The highlighted region, called the "navigation window,"

indicates what portion of the graph is currently being displayed in the main graph display

window. From this display you can get an idea of your current position t gelative to the

remainder of the graph.

You can move the navigation window by clicking any mouse button anywhere within the

topology display. The navigation window will move its center to the location where you click

the pointer. Moving the navigation window causes the corresponding view to move, also.

The new view closely corresponds to the navigation window's position within the topology
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Delete Current View

Quit Browser Session

Figure 17: The Quit Menu

Are you sure you wish to exit

the RLF Graphical Browser?

181..

Figure 18: The Exit Alert Box

display.

If a graph is too large for even the topology display to fit all of it inside its display area,
then the topology display itself will have scrollbars. By manipulating the display's scrollbar
thumbs, you can view different areas of the topology display. The behavior of these scrollbars
is analogous to the graph display window's scrollbars, explained in Section 3.2.2.

3.8 The Quit Command

Selecting the [Quit] command button causes the Quit menu to be displayed. The Quit menu
is shown in Figure 17.

Selecting [Delete Current View] causes oniy the current view to be erased and exited. If
it is the only view open, then the RLF GB will attempt to terminate completely. You will
be prompted with an alert box, as shown in Figure 18, to confirm your intent to end the
current session.
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If there are other open views remaining after exiting the current view, then the RLF GB
session remains open. From the command bar you can again select any command from
its command bar, such as selecting another library to view, or you can exit the RLF GB
completely by selecting the [Quit Browser Session] option from the Quit menu.

Selecting [Quit Browser Session] and acknowledging the exit alert box (clicking on the
OK button) terminates the RLF GB session. When the RLF GB is terminated, all open
views are closed and deleted, and you are returned to your original C shell.
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Figure 19: Menu Option Sensitivity vs. Insensitivity

4 Context-Sensitive Node Menus

4.1 Context-Sensitive Node Menus-Specialization View

When you click on the bitmap of a category or object node in a view, a context-sensitive
menu is displayed near the screen location of the pointer. (The node bitmap behaves like
a command button.) A context-sensitive menu may contain different options for different
nodes depending upon what information has been associated with that particular node. An
option of a node menu that is not available is made insensitive to mouse clicks. This means
that the option will not respond to selection requests. The state of insensitivity is indicated
by graying-out the text of the option. See Figure 19 for an example of a node menu that
contains sensitive and insensitive options.

The possible menu options are given in the following lists. Some submenus that are displayed
as a result of selecting a context-sensitive menu may not themselves be context-sensitive.
Each menu option listed below is explained in detail in the following sections.

The right arrowhead symbol (" V) indicates that more functions are available for that
particular option through cascading submenus. If you select an option with an arrowhead
(click and hold down the mouse button, and then drag right), then a cascading submenu
will be displayed that contains mcre options. To select an option from a submenu, you must
drag the pointer into the submenu, position the pointer over the desired option, and then
release the mouse button.

Every category or object node will contain the following options, though some subset of the
options may be insensitive:
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"* Navigate I>

"* Perform Action I>

"* Advice

"* Suppress I> (if the node has any descendants)

"* Suppress (if the node has no descendants)

"* Display Relationships Textually

"* Display Relationships Graphically

However, the following subset of options will always be available (sensitive):

"* Navigate I>

"• Suppress I> (if the node has any descendants)

"* Suppress (if the node has no descendants)

The Navigate menu may contain any subset of the following options:

o Go To a Child

o Go To a Parent

o Go To a Related Category (if the node is a category)

o Go To a Related Category/Object (if the node is an object)

o Go To a Referencing Category (if the node is a category)

o Go To a Referencing Object (if the node is an object)

o Go To Other Occurrence (if the node has multiple parents)

and will contain one of the following options:

o Center This Category (if the node is a category)

o Center This Object (if the node is an object)

depending on whether the given function is valid in that context.

The Suppress menu will always contain the following options:
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Category: Qpadratlc

Navigate I>
Perform Action
Advice
Suppress >
Display Relationships Graphically
Display Relationships Textually

Figure 20: A Context-Sensitive Category Menu

Category: (Q1 cksort

Navigate >
Perform Action
Advice
Suppress I>
Display Relationships Graphically
Display Relationships Textually

Figure 21: Another Context-Sensitive Category Menu

"* Suppress

"* Unsuppress Children

"* Unsuppress Descendants

An example of two different category menus is shown in Figure 20 and Figure 21. Note that
for the two different category nodes, two different sets of available options (not grayed-out)
are displayed, i.e., the set of available options differs for each menu.
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4.2 Context-Sensitive Node Menus-Relationship View

In Relationship Views, the context-sensitive node menus have slight variations from tile

menus in Specialization Views. In particular, the Navigation menu uses different terminol-
ogy. This is necessary because the semantics of the navigational terms are different in a
Relationship View. In a Specialization View, there are "parent-child" relationships, while in
a Relationship View, there are "entity-relation" relationships, i.e., a relationship is defined
as two entities that have a correspondence-a source node corresponds to its target node
in some arbitrary manner defined by the library modeler. Therefore, in Relationship Views
terms such as "related-referenced" and "source-target" are used in the Navigation menus to
describe a structure that looks the same physically as the "parent-child" structure of the
Specialization Views, but has a different meaning semantically.

In Relationship Views, the Navigate menu may contain any subset of the following options:

"* Go To a Referencing Category 1> (if the node is a category)

"* Go To a Referencing Object t (if the node is an object)

"* Go To a Referencing Node 1> (if the node is a category/object)

"* Go To a Related Category (if the node is a category)

"* Go To a Related Object (if the node is an object)

"* Go To a Related Node (if the node is a category/object)

"* Go To Target I> (if the node is a relation)

"* Go To Source 1> (if the node is a relation)

"* Go To Other Occurrence 1 (if the node has multiple occurrences)

"* Center This Relation (if the node is a relation)

"* Center This Category (if the node is a category)

"* Center This Object (if the node is an object)

"* Center This Category in Specialization View k (if the node is a category)

"* Center This Object in Specialization View 1> (if the node is an object)
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4.3 Canceling Pull-Down Menus

If you want to immediately cancel any pull-down menu, then you can do one of three things:

"* click on the titlebar of the menu

"* click on some other insensitive area

"* press the Escape key on your keyboard

In the case of Figure 20, one way to dismiss the menu is to click inside the rectangular area
that contains the text "Category: quadratic". This action will immediately cancel the menu
without the RLF GB performing any further operations. The cancellation operation is useful
when you just want to obtain information about nodes in the graph, but want to remain at
your current location. The graph display contains a large quantity of information, but the
menus are an important means of obtaining additional information about the contents of
categories and objects in an RLF library.

4.4 Navigation

There are many different ways to navigate through an RLF library, and there are various
navigation functions available through the context-sensitive, cascading node menus. Certain
navigation methods are more appropriate than others, depending on the particular needs of
the library browser at any given time. Once you become familiar with the different navigation
methods that are available in the RLF GB, you should be able to choose the navigation
function that is best suited to your situation. The navigation functions are explained in
detail in the following sections.

4.4.1 Specialization View and Relationship View Navigation

There are two different fundamental types of views-the Specialization View and the Re-
lationship View-though the browsing methods for both views are very similar. The dif-
ferences occur mainly in the semantics of the different terminology used for each respective
view. The terminology and the various browsing functions are described in detail in the
following sections.

4.4.2 Going to a Child of a Node

One way to locate desired information in an RLF library is to walk the category hierarchy in
a Specialization View. This means moving from parent to child categories in the hierarchy,
going from more general concepts to more specific concepts in the domain, or vice versa. It
also includes moving to or from objects of categories where objects exist. This navigational
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Category: External sorts

Navlgate Navigate
Perform Action Go To a Child Children
Advice Go To a Parent > Balanced Merge
Suppress > Go To a Related Category > Dist. of Init. Runs

Display Relationships Graphically Go To a Referencing Category Multi-way Merging
Display Relationships Textually Go To Other Occurrence Natural Merging

Center This Category Polyphase Sorts
Stralght Merging

Figure 22: The [Go To a Child] Cascading Menu

method is useful when you have some idea of the component you're searching for and the cat-
egory hierarchy is structured in a way that tends to direct you towards desired components.
For example, in a software components reuse library, if you were looking for an implemen-
tation of a binary search algorithm, you would know you were following an appropriate
search path if you started walking the category hierarchy and found the following categories:
Algorithms -- Sort Algorithms -- Internal Sorts -+ Exchange Sorts -+ Quicksort.
At this point you would expect to find Quicksort examples nearby, such as the object
example.quicksort, as individuations of the Quicksort concept. To traverse the graph in
this manner, choose the [Go To a Child] menu option.

When you choose the [Go To a Child] menu option by clicking on it, a cascading menu
is displayed with a list of all the currently visible children of the selected category. If you
select one of the menu options, the view will then be centered upon the chosen node. See
Figure 22 for an illustration of the [Go To a Child] cascading menu. Note that an object
node will never have this option, since an object node cannot have any children.

If the selected category does not have any children, then the [Go To a Child] menu option
is not displayed.

4.4.3 Going to a Parent of a Node

By going to a node's parent, you are walking the category hierarchy in the reverse direction-
going from the more specific node to the more general node. By combining the navigation
functions [Go To a Child] and [Go To a Parent] you can browse a library over a path
based upon the nodes relevant to your current needs.

When you choose the [Go To a Parent] menu option by clicking on it, a cascading menu
is displayed with a list of all the parent categories of the selected category or object. If you
select one of the menu options, the view will then be centered upon the chosen category.
See Figure 23 for an example of a Parents cascading menu. In this example, you are at
the category node named External Sorts and that node only has one parent-the node
named Sort Algorithms. By selecting the [Sort Algorithms] option, you are travers-
ing the graph from a more specific category, External Sorts, to a more general category,
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category: External Sorts

Navigate Navigate

Performn Action Go To a Child I>

Advice Go To a Parent i> Parents
Suppress t Go To a Related Category tAlgorlth]sI

Display Relationships Graphically Go To a Referencing Category

Display ,Rlationships Textually Go To Other Occurrence

Center This Category

Figure 23: The [Go To a Parent] Cascading Menu

Sort Algorithms.

If the selected category or object does not have any parents, then the [Go To a Parent]
menu option is insensitive.

4.4.4 Going to a Related Node

Another useful way to browse an RLF library is to walk the relationship structure. This
means moving between categories or objects via the relationships (see Section 1.4) that
connect them. These relationships are orthogonal to the specialization and individuation
relationships that are depicted graphically within a Specialization View and can be discovered
by invoking the menus that allow these relationships to be traversed, or by producing a
Relationship View, which is a graphical depiction of the relationship structure. A node
related to the current node in this manner may be located anywhere in the graph, enabling
easy, rapid traversal to other points of interest in the graph. Therefore, this navigational
method provides a powerful mechanism to locate objects in the library that are related in
ways that the user might not have originally known or considered.

One way to browse an RLF library through its relationship links is to choose the [Go To a
Related Category] menu option from the Navigate node submenu. When you select this
menu option a cascading menu is displayed with a list of all the related categories, if any, of
the current category. If you select one of the menu options, the view will then be centered
upon the category indicated by that selection. See Figure 24 for an illustration of the [Go
To a Related Category] cascading menu.

For example, if the option [has-avg-case.of of Performance] is selected, then the display
will be centered on the concept Performance. In general, relationship clauses are displayed
in the following format:

relationship-name of category-name

If the selected category does not have any relational attributes, then the [Go To a Related
Category] option is not displayed in the menu.
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Category: Sont AlgofrithlUms

Navigate Navigate
Perform Action Go To a Chld•D-

Advice Go To a Parmet D.

Suppress D' Go To a Related Category x Related Categories

Display Relationships Graphically Go To a Referencing Caleg0 has-avg ceof or Performance

Display Relationships Textually Go To Other Occurrence has_bastcasueof of Performance

Center This Category has_slze-or of Unes of Code

has worst case.of o0' Performance

ls_written-in or Source Languege

worckson of Data Structure

Figure 24: The [Go To a Related Category] Cascading Menu

There is a similar command available at object nodes-it is the [Go To a Related Cate-

gory/Object] command. The only difference between the [Go To a Related Category]

and the [Go To a Related Category/Object] command is that the latter provides a menu

of destination nodes where some of the nodes are possibly objects instead of categories. The

[Go To a Related Category/Object] command is only available from object nodes, while

the [Go To a Related Category] command is only available from category nodes.
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Figure 25: A Relationship View for the Example Binary Search Object

4.5 The Relationship View

Another way to browse an RLF library through the relationship hierarchy is to choose the
[Display Relationships Gr'- '4ically] menu option from the node menu. (If the node
does not have any relational attributes, then this option will not be available.) When you
select this option, a Relatioin,,on View is constructed and displayed in a new window. An
example of a Relationship Vies-. is shown in Figure 25.

A Relationship View is similar to a Specialization View in that it has mostly the same user
interface elements such as command bar, scrollbars, title bar, and node menus. The main
difference is in the terminology used to describe navigation operations. Since the Relation-
ship View depicts a different kind of hierarchy, the "parent-child" structural metaphor of
the Specialization View does not apply. The Relationship View shows the aggregation hi-
erarchy (see Section 1.4), or how concepts are related to one another. Therefore, and as
mentioned previously, to describe navigation operations in this kind of a hierarchy, terms
such as "related-referenced," and "source-target," are used. Navigation in a Relationship
View is described in the following sections.

4.5.1 Going to a Related Node in the Relationship View

One Navigation option that is unique to Relationship Views is the ability to go to a connect-
ing node, or, more precisely, to place the current focus upon a connecting node. In a Rela-
tionship View, the connecting nodes represent the names of the relationships that have been
defined for that concept. For example, in Figure 25, the object Example Binary Search
has the following relationships defined:
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Figure 26: Related Categories/ Objects Menu in a Relationship View for the Example Binary
Search Object

has-avg-case-of (0. .1)
has-best-case-of (0. .1)
has-size-of (I. . 1)

has-worst.case-of (0.. 1)
is-written.in (1.. 1)
vorks-on (1.. 1)

These relationships have been defined by the library modeler. The numbers in parentheses
represent the relationship's "cardinality." The cardinality indicates how many values the
relationship can have. For example, the relationship is.written.in (1.. 1) indicates that
the source node Example Binary Search can have only one language value as the target
of the relationship-in this case, the target node is Ada. The relationship has-avg.case.of
(0. .1) indicates that the source node may or may not have an average case performance
defined (zero or one). If a relationship does have a specific value defined, it is displayed in
the Relationship View as a an object node such as Ada or lg (N) in the example cited above.

The Navigate menu of the object Example Binary Search in Figure 25 contains the [Go To
a Related Node] option. If you select this option, a list of "relations" will be displayed in
a cascading menu. See Figure 26 for the Related Categories/Objects menu that is displayed
for the object Example Binary Search.

Selecting one of the relations displayed in the Related Categories/Objects menu causes the
current focus to be placed upon the connecting node that represents that relation, and the
view is centered upon the current iocus.

Once you have traversed the Relationship View to a "relation" node, you may then invoke
the Navigation menu there. The Navigate menus at "relation" nodes will offer one or both
of the following options:

e Go To Target
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* Go To Source

depending on whether or not it has both a "target" and a "source" node. In Figure 25, the
relation node is-written-in (1. . 1) has both a "target" and a "source" node. Its target
node is Ada and its source node is Example Binary Search. Selccting one of the [Go To
Target] or [Go To Source] options causes the current focus to be placed on the appropriate
node, and the view is centered upon the current focus.

4.5.2 Going to a Referencing Node

The [Go To a Referencing Node] option is the inverse of the [Go To a Related Node]
option described in the previous section. This option allows you to walk "up" the tree to a
relation that references the node of current focus.

For example, in Figure 25, if you selected the [Go To a Referencing Node] option from the
Navigation menu of node Ada, then the Referencing Categories/Objects menu is displayed
that offers the option: [ is.written-in (1..1) ]. If you select this option, the focus will be
placed upon that relation.

4.5.3 Going to a Referencing Category

The [Go To a Referencing Category] option is the inverse operation of the [Go To a
Related Category] option. For example, if you chose to go to the category Quadratic
from the category Quicksort by traversing the relationship hierarchy with the [Go To a
Related Category] option of the Navigation menu, then the category Quadratic will have
the category Quicksort stored as a referencing category. This option is useful to return
to the original category if you traverse the graph and then determine that the destination
node was not what you were looking for, or to discover what other concepts in the network
reference the current category with some relationship. To traverse the graph in this manner,
choose the [Go To a Referencing Category] menu option. Remember that you can
always cancel a menu by clicking its titlebar or pressing the Escape key. Therefore, you
can use the menus to obtain information only, and remain at your present location.

When you choose the [Go To a Referencing Category] menu option by clicking on it,
a cascading menu is displayed with a list of all the categories which reference the selected
category. The menu options also include the name of the relationship through which the
selected category was referenced. if you select one of the menu options, the view will then
be centered upon the referencing category. See Figure 27 for an illustration of a Referencing
Categories cascading menu.

For example, if the option [has-worst-case-of : Quicksort] is selected, then the display
will be centered on the concept Quicksort. Since this menu was invoked from the Quadratic
category, the example option can be interpreted as saying, "The Quicksort algorithm has a
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category: (Vindratic

Navigate D> Navigate
Perfornm Action Go To aI Child

Advice Go To a Parent C>

_______ _ _ Go To a Related Category
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Figure 27: The [Go To a Referencing Category] Cascading Menu

worst-case Performance that is Quadratic." In general, referencing relationship clauses are
displayed in the following format:

relationship-name : referencing-category-name

If the selected category is not referenced by any other categories, then the [Go To a Ref-
erencing Category] option is insensitive.

In a Relationship View, selecting the [Go To a Referencing Category] option has the
same effect-the graph is traversed from the current node to the node that references the
current node as an attribute. The main difference in the Relationship View from the Spe-
cialization View is that this relationship link is visible in the graphical display because
they are displayed as arcs. In Figure 28, a Relationship Display is shown for the category
Binary Search. If you click on node Performance [2) and select [Go To a Referencing
Category] from the Navigate menu, the Referencing Category menu appears, as shown in
Figure 29. In this case, selecting the option [Binary Search via has-avg-case.of (1.1)]
will cause the current focus to be placed upon the Binary Search node. This is similar to
traversing the "child-parent" links in the Specialization View, except instead of following
specialization links there, you are following relationship links here in a Relationship View.

4.5.4 Going to a Referencing Object

The [Go To a Referencing Object] option is the inverse operation of the [Go To a
Related Category/Object] option and is analogous to the [Go To a Referencing Cat-
egory] command described in the previous section; the only difference is that this command
is available for object nodes instead of category nodes. This command is useful to return
to the original object if you traverse the graph and then determine that the destination
node was not what you were looking for, or to discover what other concepts in the network
reference the current object via relationships. For example, this command could be used
to determine which software components are written in Ada if there were a is.vritten-in
relationship defined. To traverse the graph in this manner, choose the [Go To a Referenc-
ing Object] menu option. Remember that you can always cancel a menu, therefore, you
can use the menus to obtain information only, and remain at your present location.
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Figure 29: A Referencing Category Menu
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When you select the [Go To a Referencing Object] menu option, a cascading menu is
displayed with a list of all the objects and/or categories which reference the current object.
The menu options also include the name of the relationship through which the current object
was referenced. If you select one of the menu options, the view will then be centered upon
the referencing object.

For example, if the option [is-written-in : example.quicksort] is selected, then the dis-
play will be centered on the object example-quicksort. In general, referencing relationship
clauses are displayed in the following format:

relationship-name : referencing-.node-name

If the selected object is not referenced by any other objects, then the [Go To a Referencing
Object] option is insensitive.

In a Relationship View, the [Go To a Referencing Object] option functions the same as
the [Go To a Referencing Category] option described in the previous section. The only
difference is that the related nodes are objects instead of categories.
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Figure 30: The [Search] Cascading Menu Showing Multiple Inheritance

4.6 Going to Another Occurrence-Multiple Inheritance

If a category or object has more than one parent in the RLF semantic network, then it will
appear as multiple nodes in the graph. The [Go To Other Occurrence] option enables
you to quickly and easily move within the graph to a node representing one of the other
occurrences of a category or object. This allows you to view a category or object in an
alternative context and therefore may provide an enhanced understanding of that category

or object.

As was previously explained in Section 1.4, due to the mechanism of multiple inheritance any
given category or object in an RLF semantic network may have more than one parent, and
thus may appear as multiple nodes in the graph that is displayed to the user. Therefore, such
nodes have a number appended to their names to uniquely identify them. The numbers start
with 1 and are assigned in the order in which the nodes are created during graph creation.
The number is enclosed in square brackets and appended to the category or object name.
For example, if the category piwg..performance..benchmark had more than one occurrence,
than the first occurrence would be labeled pivg..performance..benchzaark [iJ, the second
occurrence would be labeled pivg..performance..benchmark [2], and so on. All such nodes
will have a [Go To Other Occurrence] option displayed in their menus.

An example of a menu displayed as a result of running the [Search] command with the string
benchmark when multiple inheritance exists is shown in Figure 30. This menu shows that
when a category or object has more than one parent it will have more than one occurrence

in the view.

For example, in Figure 30, there are names of categories and objects that occur more than
once, such as acec..performance..benchmark and piwg..performance..benchmark. Each of
these two categories appears twice, but each occurrence is given a unique number to differ-
entiate them. Selecting different occurrences of the same category name in the menu causes
the view to be centered on the respective occurrences of that category in the view.
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Figure 31: A Navigate Menu Containing the [Go To Other Occurrence] Option

Figure 30 shows a different type of user interface component-a control panel-as opposed to
a pull-down or cascading menu. To select an option from a control panel, you must choose an
item from the list by clicking on it and then click on the APPLY] button. This is the same
type of interface as the Search List Selections control panel previously shown in Figure 15
and discussed in Section 3.6.

If you select the option [piwg-performance.benchmark [1] ] from the control panel in Fig-
ure 30, and go to that node and invoke the Navigate menu, then the [Go To Other Occur-
rence] option will be available from the Navigate menu, and the option [piwg-performance-benchma
[2] ] will be available from the Other Occurrences submenu. An example of such a ,cascading
menu containing the [Go To Other Occurrence] option is shown in Figure 31.

4.7 Centering a Node

Another method of browsing involves traversing the graph in a topographical manner, i.e.,
looking at the visible nodes in the view and moving the view itself over the graph by various
means. One method of accomplishing this type of browsing is to center a particular node
in the view that was previously off to one side of the view. This operation then causes
other previously hidden nodes to become visible. This process can be repeated until the
desired node has been found. This method of navigation supports a more casual style of
browsing than other methods described above. The [Center this Object] or [Center this
Category] option is always available from the Navigation menu in Specialization Views, or
the [Center this Relation] option in Relationship Views, for this purpose. This style of
browsing is similar in principle to using the view's scrollbars to move the graph display.

You can center a node in a view by selecting the [Center this Category], [Center this
Object], or [Center this Relation] option in the menu (the appropriate option is available
depending on whether the node is a category or an object). This will reposition the graph
inside the graph display window so that it is centered, as close as possible, on the selected
node.

In the Relationship View there is a unique option available called [Center this Object in
Specialization View]. When this option is invoked from the Navigate menu of a node in a
Relationship View, the graph display of the Specialization View is centered upon the selected
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node. The current focus is placed upon the node in the Specialization Node; however, in this
version of the RLF GB the new focus may not be readily apparent because the Specialization
View may be occluded by the Relationship View. You may have to use your window manager
to raise or lower the appropriate windows to see the effects of this command. Consult the
documentation for your window manager for the operational details of raising and lowering
windows.
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Figure 32: The [Perform Action...] Cascading Menu

4.8 Performing Actions

The categories and objects in an RLF library may contain more than just static information.
Any executable program, script, or procedure, called an "action," may be associated with
any category or object by the creator of the library. It is then possible to invoke any of the
available actions by selecting the appropriate menu option. This mechanism is typically used
to view textual attribute information associated with nodes, but has general applicability to
a wide variety of needs.

Actions may be performed by selecting the [Perform Action] option, if it is available. An
example of a Perform Action menu is given in Figure 32.

In general, action clauses are displayed in menus with the following format:

action-name target-name

An action may be invoked on the files associated with the target names "desc-source" and
"source." In the example menu shown in Figure 32, the description file "desc-source" may
be read, and the source code file "source" may be viewed. If the [View Source source]
option is selected, then the RLF GB creates a new window and invokes a text pager, in
this case the view program (vi in read-only mode), on the "source" file. The results of the
invoked program are displayed in the new window. See Figure 33.

The type of text pager invoked can be set through the environment variable RLFPAGER. See
the appendix for detailed information on setting RLF environment variables.
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Figure 33: Performing an Action

Category: Sort Algorithms
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Figure 34: A Category Node with the [Advice] Menu Option

4.9 Inferencing-Getting Advice at a Node

In addition to actions, there may be an inferencer attached to the node. The inferencing
capability allows you to interact with a rule-driven knowledge base that may be stored in an
RLF library. The interaction takes the form of a series of questions that you are asked, and
your answers cause the addition or deletion of facts to and from the knowledge base. These
facts then allow the inferencer to make intelligent decisions to guide you to an appropriate
node in the network. If an inferencer exists at a particular node, then the [Advice] menu
option is displayed.

-When you select the [Advice] option from the menu, the RLF inferencer is invoked and the
dialog appears in a pop-up Advice Dialog Box window. An example of a menu at a node with
an attached inferencer is given in Figure 34. See the RLF Modeler's Manual for additional
information on RLF inferencing capabilities. An example of a pop-up Advice Dialog Box
window is given in Figure 35. This figure indicates the components of an Advice Dialog Box:
the text entry box, the dialog window, and the comand buttons.

To complete the dialog with the inferencer, place the pointer inside the text entry box
(located beneath the dialog window; the "caret" cursor becomes an "I-beam" cursor) and
type the appropriate option number and then either press the Return key or click on the
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Figure 35: The Components of an Advice Dialog Box
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Figure 36: The Alert Box from the [Advice] Menu ')ption

[OK] command button. After the inferencer finds a node that you are interested in going to
for further investigation, and you select the appropriate option, the graph is then traversed
to that location and that node is centered in the view. An alert box is then displayed that
informs you of the completion of the traversal operation and the node name where you are
currently located. An example of this alert box is given in Figure 36.

If the selected category or object does not have an inferencing capability, then the [Advice]
menu option will not be available in the menu. If the category or object does have an
inferencing capability and you complete a dialog but no suitable node is found, then an alert
box is displayed informing you that no more guidance is available for this particular concept.
The text of this alert box is as follows:

End of available guidance for this node.
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You may also end the inferencing session a, any time by clicking on the [Quit] command
button.

See Appendix D for inferencing session customization options. For example, you may specify
the explanation level, or whether moves through the library initiated by the inferencer are
automatic or not. If the moves are not automatic, then you are prompted for confirmation.

4.10 Asset Extract and Export Functions

Underlying all the nodes and network connections, most RLF libraries contain data files that
are the reason for having the library and browser in the first place. The library and browser
are just applications that make storage and retrieval of the data files into an ordered and
convenient process. In previous versions of the RLF GB, two options were available under an
Extract menu: [Extract Files] and [Export Asset]. These functions have been subsumed
by the "action" capability in the current version of the browser. It is now the responsibility
of the modeler to provide asset extraction and export functions through RLF actions. The
action capability was described in a previous section. For a more detailed description of the
RLF action capability, see the RLF Modeler's Manual.

4.11 Node Suppression

There may be situations where you would like to reduce, or filter, the amount of information
being displayed in the graph display window for any given library. Sometimes large libraries
can become unwieldy or difficult to read. Or sometimes for aesthetic reasons you may want
to temporarily hide a particular node or subtree for viewing or printing purposes. To deal
with these situations, a set of node suppression functions is provided. Each node menu will
have either a [Suppress] option (if the node has no descendants) or a [Suppress 1>] option
(if the node has any descendants). The following sections describe the operational details of
the suppression functions.

4.11.1 Suppressing Categories or Objects with No Descendants

If a category or object node has no descendants, then the [Suppress] option will be available.
When you choose the [Suppress] option from the menu, the selected category or object and
its arc are hidden from view. Once the [Suppress] option is selected, the suppression occurs.
Suppressed nodes can always be unsuppressed, so don't worry about making a mistake
with the suppression commands. In addition to the node-level unsuppress commands, there
are view-level unsuppress commands available in the Filter View pull-down menu in the
command bar, which were explained in Section 3.4.
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4.11.2 Unsuppressing Nodes

By definition, only categories may have descendant nodes. Therefore, only category nodes
will have the cascading version ([Suppress t>]) of the Suppress command, indicating a
submenu of options is available. Selecting the [Suppress t>] option will cause a cascading
menu to be displayed with the following options:

"* [Suppress]

"* [Unsuppress Children]

"* [Unsuppress Descendants]

This [Suppress] command works exactly as described in the previous section. The un-
suppress commands are what are different about this menu; they provide node-level unsup-
pression functions. To unsuppress a category or object at the node level, click on a parent
or ancestor category of the suppressed category and select either [Unsuppress Children]
or [Unsuppress Descendants] from the menu options. The [Unsuppress Children]
command will only unsuppress child nodes of the current node, and the [Unsuppress De-
scendants] command will unsuppress all currently suppressed descendants of that node.

There is a subtle but important difference between the definition of a child node and a
descendant node. Both children and descendants must fulfill the specialization or individu-
ation relationship; however, a child resides at the next lower level of the hierarchy, while a
descendant may reside at any lower level of the hierarchy.
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5 Arcs

All arcs are represented with lines and connectors. The connectors are bitmaps, and, like
concepts, can be modified to adapt to individual requirements. See Section 3.2, "The Graph
Display," and Appendix A, "Customization," for an explanation of how to modify bitmaps.
An arc and its connector is one of the view components pointed out in Figure 4.

5.1 Displaying the Attributes of an Arc

All arcs contain attributes that can be displayed. To display the attributes of an arc, click on
the arc connector. The procedure is the same as for nodes: when you place the pointer over
an arc connector, it becomes highlighted; clicking and holding down the mouse button with
the pointer on a highlighted connector causes the Arc Menu to be displayed (see Figure 37);
and selecting the [Display Attributes] menu option causes the selected arc's attributes
to be displayed in a newly created window. An example of an attributes display window is
shown in Figure 38.

The arc attributes indicate the source and destination nodes for that arc. For exam-
ple, the arc attributes shown in Figure 38 indicate that, for that arc, the source node is
Sort Algorithms and the destination of that particular arc is Internal Sorts. This op-
tion can be useful in situations where there is a long distance between a source node and
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its destination, or in cases where only an arc connector is visible. This situation may arise
when very large graphs are displayed. You can find out an arc's destination by using the Arc
Menu's [Display Attributes] option, then you could go to the source or destination node,
if desired, by using the Main Menu's [Go To] command button to specify the desired node.

5.2 Suppressing Arcs from View

When you choose the [Suppress Arc] menu option by clirking on it, the selected arc, the
node it points to and all of that node's descendants are hidden from view. To unsuppress
the arc, click the [Filter View] command bar button to pull down its menu, and select the
menu option [Unsuppress All]; alternatively, click on the source node of the suppressed
arc, and select either [Unsuppress Children] or [Unsuppress Descendants] from the
menu options.
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A Appendix: Customization

Since the RLF GB is an X application, the user is able to customize the "look and feel," or
appearance and behavior, of the application to a significant degree. The range of customiza-
tion possible is large, therefore, only the subset of bitmap and font customization options will
be discussed in this appendix. For a detailed description of all the possible X customization
procedures, see the X references listed in Appendix I, "References."

A.1 X Resources

All X applications have resources. These resources consist of items such as bitmaps, fonts,
colors, cursors, and windows. All these resources have unique identifiers associated with
them for naming purposes; thus, the user or application programmer can set the values of
these resources to customize the look and feel of applications.

There is a set of precedence rules that all X applications follow to determine what resources
will be applied to a given invocation of the application. Resources that are loaded first will
be overridden by those loaded later.

The following list states the rules for setting X application resources in reverse order of
priority. For example, item 1 will be overridden by item 4, and item 4 will be overridden by
item 5.

1. /usr/lib/X 11/app-defaults/Application- ClassName

"* the application resource specification file on the host running the client X appli-
cation

"* this corresponds to the /usr/lib/Xll/app-defaults/RLF.Browser file for the
RLF GB application

2. XAPPLRESDIR environment variable

e the value of the XAPPLRESDIR environment variable is a pathname; it can
be set to point to a file named Application.- ClassName, e.g., RLF-Brovser, that
resides somewhere other than /usr/liblX11/app-defaults

3. Resources loaded into the RESOURCE-MANAGER property of the root window

* typically, the user arranges to have xrdb run from the X initialization file
.xinitrc

• if the RESOURCE-MANAGER property is not set, the resource manager looks
for a . Xdefaults file in the user's home directory

4. XENVIRONMENT environment variable
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9 a complete pathname including the filename (different from the XAPPLRES-
DIR environment variable, which is only the pathname, but does not include the
filename)

* if this variable is not defined, then the resource manager looks for a file in the
user's home directory named . Xdefaults-hostname

5. Command Line Values

"* specified with the -xrm option on the command line

"* values are loaded for that instance of the program only

6. If the application has defined any command line options by passing an options table
to the programmatic X call XtInitialize, values from the command line will override
those specified by any other resource settings.

A default application resource specification file called RLFBrowser should exist in
/usr/lib/Xlt/app-defaults. If not, contact your site's system administrator. If noth-
ing else is done, the RLF GB will use the resource values in that file.

The most convenient means of customizing the RLF GB is to make your own copy of the
RLF..Browser file and set the environment variable XAPPLRESDIR to point to its directory
location. Then you can edit the RLF-Brovser file and change any resources specified in that
file, such as bitmaps, fonts, window sizes and window placement to suit individual needs.
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A.2 Bitmaps

The RLF GB, Version 4.0, uses the Motif widget set, therefore. Motif configuration standards
and conventions must be used. This has a significant impact on how resources are set,
particularly in relation to earlier versions of the RLF GB. The result is that most of the
methods for setting resources are different from pre-4.0 versions.

The pathname to the bitmaps directory is no longer specified in the Browser file. In Motif
applications, the bitmaps directory must be a subdirectory in the resource file's pathname.
For example if you set the XAPPLRESDIR environment variable to /usr/lib/Xll/rlfgb,
then the RLF GB looks for the bitmaps directory to be at /usr/lib/X11/rlfgb/bitmaps.
This directory must contain the bitmaps used by the RLF GB.

You can change XAPPLRESDIR to point to a different directory, and therefore a different
bitmaps directory, to use bitmap files that you have created or customized. If the pathname
is not specified correctly, the RLF GB will not be able to find its bitmaps, and blank space will
be displayed instead. It is important that the resource file's directory pathname be specified
correctly and for the bitmaps directory to be located in that directory as a subdirectory or
else the RLF GB graphic display will be aesthetically less pleasing. The bitmaps directory
included in the RLF release may be used directly unless use of alternative bitmaps is desired,
in which case you may create a bitmaps directory in the location of your choice, containing
the desired bitmaps.

The specific bitmaps used by the RLF GB to represent displayed objects can be specified
in the RLF.Browser file. The different types of nodes in an RLF GB graph view each have
a bitmap defined for it. For example, all category nodes that do not have any actions or
inferencers attached use the bitmap file specified by the following line in the RLF-Browser
file:

vshell*scr.window*nodeCATEGORYKIND .labelPixmap: box-m xbm

while all object nodes that do not have any actions or inferencers attached use the bitmap
file specified by the following line in the RLF-Browser file:

v shell* scr-window*nodefBJECTKIND. labelPixmap: cube, .xbm

All category nodes could be changed to display a different bitmap by editing the above line
in the RLF..Browser file and specifying a different value for the bitmap file. For example, to
change the category nodes to a bitmap you created and placed in a file called my.bitmap. xbm,
you would set the value in the RLF.Browser resource file to the following:

vshell*scr-w indow*nodeCATEGORYKIND. labelPixmap: mybitmap.xbm
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A.2.1 Bitmap File Naming Convention

This version of the RLF GB allows a finer granularity of bitmap file specification for different
node types, as previously described in Section 3.3. This increase in control over the look of
the graph display has a disadvantage-the number of bitmap files that must be managed
has also increased.

A bitmap file naming convention has been established in an attempt to make the management
of a multitude of bitmap files easier. As shown in Figures 7 and 6, there are now eight base
types of bitmap files:

Category
Category with Action
Category with Inferencer
Category with Action and Inferencer
Object
Object with Action
Object with Inferencer
Object with Action and Inferencer

This fact by itself is not too much of a problem. However, to the above set we must also
add a "reverse label pixmap" for each item in the set. The reverse label pixmap is used for
highlighting. This brings the total to sixteen basic types. Even sixteen isn't too bad, but
there's yet another multiplier to deal with-size. Different sizes of bitmaps are necessary
because the needs of the user are always changing. Sometimes you may need to give a
demonstration, requiring extra large bitmaps, and sometimes you may need to display an
extremely large graph, requiring extra small bitmaps so that the application does not exceed
the maximum drawable area that the X Window System is able to handle. Therefore a set
of the sixteen basic bitmap types is needed for each required size. If we assert that we would
like to have five sizes available: extra small (XS), small (S), medium (M), large (L), and
extra large (XL), then we have a total of 90 bitmap files needed just to accomodate the node
bitmaps.

The bitmap file naming convention has the following structure:

{box I cube}[_{A I 1}][_rev].fxs Is Im I I I xl}.xbm

For example, the following table lists the node type and the corresponding bitmap files for
the set of medium-sized bitmaps:
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Node Type Bitmap File

Category box.., xbm
box-rev-m xbm

Category with Action boxA-m.xbm
box_A_rev_m. xbm

Category with Inferencer boxI-m.xbm
box_I_rev_m. xbm

Category with Action anc .*-er boxAI-m.xbm
boxAIrev_m .xbm

Object cube-m.xbm
cube-rev-m.xbm

Object with Action cubeA-m.xbm
cube_A_rev_m.xbm

Object with Inferencer cubeIm.xbm
cube_I_rev_m xbm

Object with Action and Inferencer cubeAI-m.xbm
cubeAIrev_m. xbm

If you wanted to change all the bitmaps from size "medium" to size "extra small," you could
perform a global search and replace in the RLF-Browser file with your favorite text editor,
changing the string ".m.xbm" to ".xs.xbm". This would cause all bitmap file specifications
to use the extra small bitmaps.
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A.3 Fonts

Fonts used by the RLF GB application can be changed in the same manner as bitmaps.
There are lines in the RLFBrowser file that specify what fonts to use for particular textual
objects in the RLF GB display. For example, the font used for Category concept names in
the graph display is specified in the following line in the RLFBrowser file:

vsbell*scr-.indou*node-lab.lCATEGOIY.KIND*fontList: -bth-lucida-bold-i-*-*-1T-*-*-*-*-*-*-*

and similarly, this font name could be modified to suit varying needs. For instance, the
display of very large graphs sometimes necessitates the use of a smaller font (and/or smaller
bitmaps) so that the graph display will not exceed the capacity of X to display it. Or
sometimes very large fonts and bitmaps are desired for demonstration purposes. These
types of customizations and many others are most easily accomplished by modifying the
RLFBrowser file and setting the XAPPLRESDIR environment variable appropriately.

A.4 Invoking the Browser from a Shell Script

The C shell script RLFGB checks the appropriate environment variables to determine as best
it can whether they are valid, and then invokes the RLF Graphical Browser. This method of
invocation is recommended for novice and beginning RLF users. The RLFGB script is found
in the bin directory of this software release, along with the Graphical-Browser executable.

A.5 Command Line Arguments for Setting X Resources

Another way of customizing the look of the RLF GB is to set X resources via the command
line. Various X resources can be specified by invoking the X application with the appropriate
command line arguments. As can be seen in the list of precedence rules, this method will
override any other previous settings.

An example of invoking the RLF GB with command line arguments is as follows:

For an extra-large library, use a small font and small bitmaps:

Graphical.Browser \
-xrm "vshell*scr.-indoe*node-lab.lCATIIORYKlID*fontList: -b~h-*-*-r-*-*-1O-*-*-*-*-*-*-*" \
-xrm "vsh1ll*scr.windov*node-labelCAT•G0RYV._ACTION*fontList: -b&h-*-*-r-*-*-lO-*-*-*-*-*-*-" \
-xra "vshell*scr.-indow*node-lab.lCATEOORY_¥_ADVICE~fontList: -b&h-*-*-r-*-*-1O-*-*-*-*-*-*-* \
-xra "vshell*scr.-indow*node-.abelCATUDORYWADVICEID.-ACrIONsfontList: -b&h-*-*-r-*-*-10-*-*-*-s-*-*-*" \
-gri "vshell*scr-uindow*node-labelOBJECTKIUD*fontList: -bth-*-*-r-*-*-1O-*-*-*-*-*-*-*" \
-xrm "vshell*scrwindou*nodelabel_OBJECTJLACTION*fontList: -b&h-*-*-r-*-*-1O-*-*-*-*-*-*-*" \
-ira "vshell*scr-window*nade.lab.lOBJECT._ADVXCEtfontList: -bkh-*-*-r-*-*-1O-*-*-*-*-*-*-*" \
-xrm "vsholl*scr.uindou'nod..labelDBJBCT.jADVIC-AIlD-ACTION*fontList: -bth-*-*-r-*-*-1O-*-*-*-*-*-*-*" \
-xra "vshell*scr-window*nodeCATIMORYKIID.labelPizaap: box_xs.xbm" \
-xra "vshellescr-.indou*nodeCATKGOIY-.IID.reverseLabelPixaap: box_rev_xs.xbm" \
-xra "vshellescrwlndowenodoCATBGOIY_UACTION.labelPixmap: box_A_xs.xba" \
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-arm "vsh.11*scr-uindowenod...CATEGOIY-JLACTIOE.rvevrseLabelPiamap: boa..A.revaxs.abm"\
-xrm "vsh.1*socr..uiadouenod..CATEGOIY.M..ADVICI labalPiamap: box-I-i.xa bo" \
-xro "vsh.11*scr..uiadowsunod..CATECOO1Y...VADVICE reverseLabelPixmap: boa..I..rew.as ibm"
-arm "vsh.11*scr..uiado.*node-CATEGORY-V.ADVICE..ID..ACTIO . labelPixmap: boxAIas ibm"\
-xrm "vsk.11*ucr-windou*nod...CATEaORY-V-ADVICE.ANID-ACTIOI ~revorseLabelPiamap: box..AIrev..zs ibm"\
-xrm "vsh.11*scr-uiadowunod..OBJZCT-KIID. labelPiamap: cubexs . aba" \
-arm "vskelleucr...jndoweuod..OBJECT..IIED .reverseLabelPiamap: cube~rev..as bm"\
-xrm "vsh.11*scr-.windowonode.OBJECT-V-ACTION.label~iamap: cube..A~as aba" \
-arm "vsb.11*acr. uindow*aod...OBJECT..W ACTION reverseLabelPiamap: cubeiA~rev~xs. aba"\
-xrm "vshellescr-..indow*uode..O3JECT..V ADVICE. labelPiamap: cub*_ILas .ibm \
-arm "vshell~scr..wiadoweaode..OBJECT.M.DVICE . rverseLab~lPixaap: cube..I rev~xu ibm \
-arm "vsbellescr...indousnode..OBJECT-V-.ADVICE..AiD.ACTION.1abelPiamap:. cubeAlxs .ibm"\
-arm "vshellsscr-windoweaode..OB3ECT-V-A.DVICK.AiD..ACTION reverseLabelPiamap: cube..AI rev~x..tasb"

For a demonstration, you might want to use a large font and large bitmaps:

Graphical-.Browser \
-xrm "vshe11*scr...indouenode..1ab.1..CATEGORY-IINDsfontList: -~------0eee***s
-arm "vshell*scr...indow*aode..label.CATEGOIY..W.ACTIOBefontList: -~------0****e*e
-arm "vshell*scr..ulndovoaodelabel-CATEGORlY.V.ADVICE*foatList: -~------0e**eeee
-arm "lvsbell*scr..widou*yaode..ebel-CATECOOY..U-hDVICE-AiD..ACTIOIsfontList: -~------0**e*e**
-arm "lvshellescr..uindo.*node-label-aBiWT.IIUDefoatLlst:-bh-er--2-------"'
-arm "vshellsesr-w.iadow*aode...1belGBJECT..V.ACTION*toatList: -~------0*e*e*e*
-arm "vshellescr..uindou*aode..lab.1..ODJECTV_.ADVICEtfoutList: -~------0*eSs*e*
-arm "vshell*scr~uizidowenode.labelODJECT..V.ADVICEAID.ACTIOU*tomtList: b -*-r--0*****-"\
-arm "vshell*scr...indow*node..CATUGORT111D labelPiamap: baxa... bot" \
-arm "vuh.I1*scr-jlndoweaode..CATEGOlY..IIND. revers.LabelPiamap: boa..reva.x bm"
-arm 'lvsbell*scr...indousaode..CATU ORY-V-.ACrIOI labelPiamap: boa..Am..mbm" \
-arm "wvshell*scr..wiadow*aod..CATEGOAY-.V..ACrIOE. rewrgeLabelPlxamap: boz..A.r~v..m. ibm" \~
-arm "vsbell*scr..uindoweaod...CATEGOIY..V-jDVICE .labelPiamap: box..I.m .xbm" \
-arm "vsbelleucr...indow*aode..CATEGOIY-V-ADVICE rewerseLabelPlamap: boa.l~rev_.xm bm" \
-arm "vshell*scr-wi3dou*fode..CATKGORY-V..ADVICE-JD..ACTIOI labelPixmap: boa..AIa..m bm"\
-arm "'vsbell*scr-wiado.*node..CATEGOOY..V.ADVICE-AUD.ACrION rewersetabelPiauap: boa..AI~rea.w.mbm"\
-arm "vshellescr...indouenode..OIJECTKIIID labelPizuap: cube.m .abm" \
-arm "vsbellascr..uizdowenode..OIJECT-.KIID reverseLabelPixmap: cube..rev-..m bm"\
-arm "vshell*scr..viadov*node.OBJECT-.M.ACTIOI labelPiamap: cub...Aa.x.~bm" \
-arm "lvshell*scr..windowunode.OBJECT..V-ACTION reverseLabelPiamap: cube..A..r*Yv..mbm"\
-arm "vysbelleacr..uindow*aode..OBJECT.V..ADVICE labelPiamap: cube..Lm .abm" \
-arm "vshellescr..uiadow*node.OBJECT-V-.ADVICE rewerseLabelPiamap: cube- I rev-.m xbm"\
-arm "lvshellescr...iudow*iode.OB3ECT..V.ADVIC-AUID.ACTION .labelPiamap: cube..AI~. ibm"\
-arm "vskell*scr..windov*node..OBJECT-VUADVICE.AID..ACTIOU rewerseLabelPiamap: cube..AI-rev-s..m bm"

The above command-line invocations of the RLF GB with command line arguments specify
the font and bitmaps of the graph view window that is displayed. These command line
arguments override any other resource settings that may been specified previously. Editing
startup scripts like these, or typing new command line arguments manually, are more exam-
ples of the many options available for customizing X applications such as the RLF GB. Other
X resource customnizations, such as window size and placement, can also be accomplished
using the command line argument method.

For further possibilities of customizing X resources, consult the X Window System reference
given in Appendix I, References.
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B Appendix: Environment Variables

With the UNIX operating system, there is some special information that is a part of your user
environment. A set of special variables, called environment variables, maintains this data.
UNIX can pass the values of these variables to programs executed from the shell. Unlike
C shell variables that are accessible only from within the shell, environment variables are
available to both your current shell and subsequent programs.

When you execute a program such as the GraphicalBrowser, UNIX gives it the values of
all the environment variables. You can define environment variables (or change their values)
from a shell like the C shell. The notation is as follows:

setenv VARNAME string

The above command would define VARNAME to be an environment variable and initialize
its value to string. By convention, the variable name is in uppercase.

The RLF GB checks to see whether certain environment variables are set or not. If any of
the predefined environment variables are set, then the RLF GB will use their values. If no
environment variables axe set, then it will use its own predefined default values.

The environment variables that the RLF GB looks for, and their default values, are as
follows:

"* RLFPAGER less

"* RLFIEDITOR vi

The RLFPAGER environment variable defines what program is used for text paging actions
when they are invoked from i5e RLF GB. The less program is a public domain program
that is similar to the UNIX m.,rf program, but which allows backward movement in the file
as well as forward movement. Also, less does not have to read the entire input file before
starting, so with large input files it starts up faster than text editors like vi.

The RLF_.DITOR environment variable defines what program is used for text editing actions
when they are invoked from the RLF GB. The vi program is the standard UNIX text editor.

To change an environment variable, use the setenv, as in the following example:

% setenv RLF.EDITOR emacs

The above exaimple would cause the RLF GB to invoi. tae public-domain text editor program
emacs instead of vi whenever a text-editing action was called for from the RLF GB.
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C Appendix: Command Line Options

Command line options allow yet another way to tailor the behavior of the RLF GB. Setting
command line options allows you to change the behavior of each invocation of the RLF GB,
whereas environment variables are generally used on a per-login or site-specific basis.

Command line options are issued from the shell when the RLF GB is invoked. In general,
command line options have the following format:

% Graphical-Browser -option I value l -option2 value2 ...

You may get a list of all the available command line options by typing the following:

% Graphical-Browser -help

The above command will produce the following output:

Welcome to the RLF Graphical Browser.
Version 4.0

Copyright 1992, Paramax Systems Corp.

Available command liu. arguments:

-help prints available command line arguments
-I <pname> uses RLF libraries found in the directory

specified by pathname <pname>
-1 <name> specifies name of the library to browse
-e <fname> specifies filename of editor to use to edit

text associated to a network
-p <fname> specifies filename of pager used to view

text associated to a network
-d enables debug messages from the RLF tools

Each one of the options in the above list is explained in the following paragraphs.

The -I option changes the pathname where RLF libraries are searched for. This option can
be used to override any existing RLFJLIBRARIES environment variable.
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The -1 option can be used to specify the name of a particular library to be browsed when
the RLF GB is invoked. If the library name contains spaces, then the name must be enclosed
in quotes, as in the following example:

%. Graphical-Browser -1 "Sort and Search"

The -e option can be used to specify which text editor is used for text editing actions when
they are invoked from the RLF GB. This option can be used to override the RLFEDITOR
environment variable described in the previous section.

The -p option can be used to specify which text pager is used for text paging actions when
they are invoked from the RLF GB. This option can be used to override the RLFYPAGER
environment variable described in the previous section.

The -d option can be used to produce large quantities of diagnostic output from the RLF
and the RLF GB. You may or may not find this option useful. This option is mostly intended
to be used by developers and support personnel if the need to locate the source of a software
defect occurs.
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D Appendix: The RLF Initialization File

The RLF checks for an initialization file upon startup. The initialization file is looked for in
your home directory. The name of the initialization file is:

• rlfrc

All the command-line options described in Appendix C can alternatively be set through the
initialization file mechanism.

The format of the .rlfrc file in BNF format is as follows is given in a following section.

A sample .rlfrc file is given below. This example is similar to the .rlfrc file that is
included with the RLF release. The data types are described following the example.

-- Where to find the library instances
library directory: /libraries/instances

-- Default library
library: "Sort and Search"
-- Start at the root category
initial category: Thing

-- View settings
topology: on
cardinality: on
layout offset: x: 5
layout offset: y: 7
view depth: 3
view type: specialization

-- Bitmaps
node bitmap: category: actions: /bitmaps/cat.actions.xbm
node bitmap: category: inferencer: /bitmaps/cat-inf.xbm
node bitmap: category: attributes: /bitmaps/cat.attrs.xbm
node bitmap: object: /bitmaps/object.xbm

-- Library advice settings
advice: explanations: reasoning moving
advice: automatic move: false

-- Specification translator settings
translator: Lmdl: quiet: yes
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translator: Lmdl: only: model
translator: Rbdl: quiet: no

D.O.1 Library Instances

You can specify a default pathname for the location of the RLF libraries. This pathname
must be an absolute pathname. When the RLF is invoked, it will use this pathname as the
location of the RLF libraries to be used as input.

-- Where to find the library instances
library directory: absolute-pathname

D.O.2 Default Library

A default RLF library may be specified. The specified library will be displayed by the RLF
GB automatically upon invocation; the Main Menu will not be displayed. If the specified
library contains spaces, then the name should be enclosed in double-quotes, as in the above
example.

-- Default library
library: RLFLibraryName

D.O.3 Initial Category

You can also specify a concept that will become the node of current focus. The default is to
have the root node become the node of current focus; this specification changes that default.

-- Start at the root category
initial category: concepLname

D.O.4 View Setting

There are various view settings that can also be tailored through the .rlfrc file to suit your
needs. Most of these settings are self-explanatory from their names. The topology setting
allows you to specify whether the Topology Display will be displayed or not upon startup.
The cardinality setting affects the display of the number restrictions of relationships in
Relationship Views (e.g., (0.. infinity) or (1.. 1)). You may or may not find the cardinal-
ity information useful. If you do not find it useful, you can prevent it from being displayed
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by specifying this setting as off. The x and y coordinate offsets (how many' pixels in the
horizontal and vertical dimensions, respectively) can be set through the layout offset set-
ting. This setting is typically used to compress the white space out of a graph display. The
view depth setting affects how many levels of the graph are initially displayed. The default
is to display all levels; this setting changes that default. Finally, the initial view type may
be specified. The default is to display the Specialization View, but you may change this to
be the Relationship View.

-- View settings
topology: on or off
cardinality: on or off
layout offset: x: positive-integer
layout offset: y: positive- integer
view depth: positive-integer
view type: specialization or relationship

D.O.5 Bitmaps

You can also change bitmap settings through the . rlfrc file. A pathname to the location
of a different set of bitmap files may be specified.

Note that the most general form sets the bitmap for all variations. For example, "node
bitmap : category : box. xbm" will set the bitmap for all kinds of categories, and would
override "node bitmap : category : actions : box-A.xbm". This is implemented
this way so that if you want to set just the bitmap for categories or objects, you do not
need to iterate over all variations. Also, if you forget a variation, the default covers the
omission.

-- Bitmaps
node bitmap: category or object: actions: pathname
node bitmap: category or object: inferencer: pathname
node bitmap: category or object: attributes: pathname

D.O.6 Library Advice Settings

Library advice settings affect the behavior of the AdaTAU inferencer. The explanation level
may be set here; if it is not set here, then you are prompted for an explanation level when
an inferencing session is started. You may also specify whether moves through the library
initiated by the inferencer are automatic or not. If the moves are not automatic, then you
are prompted for confirmation.
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-- Library advice settings
advice: explanations: reasoning or moving or questions
advice: automatic move: true or false

D.O.7 Specification Translator Settings

This category of ilfrc settings does not affect the RLF GB; they affect the language trans-
lators. See the RLF Modeler's Manual for further details.

-- Specification translator settings
translator: Lmdl: quiet: yes or no
translator: Lmdl: only: model or state
translator: Rbdl: quiet: yes or no

D.O.8 The RLF Initialization File BNF

The complete BNF for the RLF initialization file, . rlfrc, is provided here as a reference.

staxtup.file =
{setting}

setting a
default-directory J
default-library I
start-category I
view-type I
view-depth I
topology-flag J
cardinality.flag
layout-off set I
bitmap I

tau-setting
debug-flag I
working-directory I
history.list-length I
default-editor I
default-pager I
translator-setting I
comment

default-directory =

'library' 'directory' ':' pathname
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default-library =

'library' ':' name

start-category a
'initial' 'category' ':' name

view-type -
)view' 'type' ':' aggor.spec

agg.or-spec -
'relationship' I 'specialization'

view-depth =
'view' 'depth' ':' [agg.or.spec ':'J depth-setting

depth-setting =
'all' I integer

topology-flag =
'topology' ':' flag-setting

flag-setting -
'yes' I 'no' I 'true' I 'false' I 'on' I 'off'

cardinality-f lag =
'cardinality' ':' flagsetting

layout-off set =
'layout' 'offset' ':' [x-or-y ':1] integer

x.or-y =
'x' I 'y'

bitmap =
'node' 'bitmap' ':' category-or-object
[':' has-attribute {has-attribute}] ':' pathname

category-or-object =
'category' I 'object'

has-attribute =
'inferencer' I 'actions' I 'attributes'

tau-setting =
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'advice' ':' tau-setting-type

tau-setting-type =
'explanations' ':' explanation-type I
'automatic' 'move' ':' flag.setting

explanation-type -
'none' I 'all' I explanation-kind {explanationlkind}

explanation-kind =
'reasoning' I 'questions' I 'moving'

debug-flag =

'debug' ':' flag-setting

working-directory =
'working' 'directory' ':' pathname

history-list-length a
'history' 'length' ':' integer

default-editor =
'editor' ':' pathname

default.pager =
'pager' ':' pathname

translator-sett ing =
'translator' ':' translator-type

translator-.tiie =
'lmdl' '•' lmdl.setting I
'rbdl' ':' rbdl.setting

imdl-setting =

quiet-translation I translate-only I default.input-spec

rbdl.setting a
quiet-translation I default-input-spec

quiet-translation =
'quiet' '•' flag-setting

translate-only =
'only' ':' model-or-state
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model-or-.state=
'model' I'State'

default-.iflput-.spec=
,default' 'specification' ':' pathname

comment ={whitespace} )--' {cha~racter}

integer = digit {digit}

name -identifier I string

identifier = letter {[underline] letter-.or-.digitl

letter-.or-.digit = letter I digit

letter = upper-.case-letter I lower...case-letter

pathnanie =

not .colon..double-.quot e-whitespace

(not .colon-.double-.quote..YhitespaceI
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E Appendix: Error Messages

The informational type of error messages you may encounter while using the RLF GB have
already been described in the preceding sections of this manual. This section describes other
error messages that may be encountered when running the RLF GB. These messages are
usually of a more serious nature and indicate a serious obstacle has been encountered that
inhibits further processing.

E.1 X Window System Errors

Since the RLF GB is an X application, it relies on X to manage its windowing, graphics
display, and event handling capabilities. Many different kinds of problems can arise due to
this fact, and their severity ranges from insignificant to fatal. Most of these problems are
outside the scope of this manual, but some may be due to trivial causes.

Error Message:

** MAIN PROGRAM ABANDONED -- EXCEPTION "constraint-error" RAISED

Explanation: This error message usually indicates some type of problem with the X Win-
dow System. This error message appears immediately when the DISPLAY environment
variable is not set or is set incorrectly. There are two basic forms of the DISPLAY environ-
ment variable:

hostname: 0. 0

or

InterneL address: 0. 0

For example, either of the following ways would be correct for setting the DISPLAY envi-
ronment variable:

setenv DISPLAY owl:0.0

or

setenv DISPLAY 128.127.161.18:0.0

where "owl" is a host name, and "128.127.161.18" is an Internet address. The DISPLAY
environment variable tells X applications which X server to connect to, unless it is overridden
by the "-display" command line option. The ": 0.0" refers to the server and screen number,
and only the ":0" is required in most cases.
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The DISPLAY variable should be set to the Internet address when you are running across
a Sun-3 to Sun-4 link, e.g., you're actually running the RLF GB on a Sun-4 host but are
viewing the results in a window on a Sun-3 host, or vice versa. The above error may occur in
this situation if the DISPLAY environment variable is not set to the Internet address form.

The above error message may also occur when the RLF GB is invoked with inappropriate
resource specifications. Particularly, if you invoke the RLF GB, receive the initial textual
status statements, and then receive the above error message, then the following actions are
recommended.

Ensure that the XAPPLRESDIR environment variable is set properly-it must point to a
directory that contains a readable RLF-Browser file. Additionally, if you increase font sizes,
the RLF GB may have to be invoked with command line options to ensure that the correct
window geometries are specified for the windows, or the appropriate geometry specifications
updated in the RLFBrowser file.

Error Message:

Unexpected exit from browser. Unhandled event: <event.type>

Explanation: This message may appear occasionally and can usually be ignored. It usually
means that somehow the communication between the X server and the X application was
momentarily disrupted. If it occurs frequently or constantly, then its an indication of a
more serious problem, such as incompatible versions of the X server and X application, or
improper X installation at your site.

Error Message:

X error: failed request ...
Bad value: integer value out of range ...

Explanation: X error messages of this type, or similar X error messages, indicate an
incompatibility between the X application (the RLF GB) and your window system. It is
recommended that you use the unmodified X Window System, Release 4 or 5, from the X
Consortium (also known as "MIT X").

E.2 OpenWindows Resources

If you use OpenLook from Sun and the OpenLook Window Manager (olwm), you may
experience some incompatibilities. To minimize incompatibilities with OpenLook, place the
following resource specifications in your .Xdefaults file in your home directory:
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OpenWindows.SetInput: followmouse
OpenWindows.FocusLenience: true
*input: true

and re-initialize the X server resource data base.
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E.3 RLF Errors

Obviously, the RLF GB relies on the RLF for its knowledge base operations. Since RLF is
also a large and complex system, many problems may be encountered that are due to usage
of the RLF. Most of the RLF type of errors should have been eliminated by the time the
RLF GB is used for browsing any particular RLF library. For example, most errors will
probably occur during the library construction phase and RLF will have detected them and
reported on them prior to your being able to browse that library. However, it is still not
impossible for some RLF processing anomalies to occur.

Error Message:

** MAIN PROGRAM ABANDONED -- EXCEPTION "FILENAMEERROR" RAISED

or

** MAIN PROGRAM ABANDONED -- EXCEPTION "NAME-ERROR" RAISED

or

** MAIN PROGRAM ABANDONED -- EXCEPTION "END-ERROR" RAISED

Explanation: Your UNIX environment variable $RLFLIBRARIES has either not been set,
or has been set incorrectly. To determine the current value of the variable, type:

% echo $RLFLIBRARIES

If the variable is not defined, you will receive an error message similar to:

RLFLIBRARIES: Undefined variable.

If the $RLF-LIBRARIES environment variable has been defined, you should receive a path-
name for a directory. To determine if this is a valid RLF library directory, type:

% ls $RLFLIBRARIES

If this is a valid RLF library, the results of the .Is command should look similar to the
following excerpt:
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ALL NETAAACABROLE NETCAACABGC

AdaNETStates NETAAACABSATISTBL NETCAACABGENOWNTBL
CBABAB. HYB NETAAACABSPECTBL NETCAACABINDIV

KNETDAABABSUBROLE NETBAACABINDOWNTBL NETDAACABSUBROLETBL
NETAAACABGC NETBAACABRNGRESTRTBL NETDAACABVALRESTRTBL
NETAAACABGEN.OWNTBL NETBAACABROLE STATE
NETAAACABINDIV NETBAACABSATISTBL Taustuff/
NETAAACABINDIVTBL NETBAACABSPECTBL Text/
NETAAACABIND.OWN_TBL NETBAACABSUBROLETBL UIDFILE
NETAAACABRNG.RESTR.TBL NETBAACABVALRESTRTBL

Error Message:

** MAIN PROGRAM ABANDONED -- EXCEPTION "UNINITIALIZEDUID" RAISED

Explanation: This message indicates that the RLF library may have been left in a "locked"
state. Check if any files exist in the RLFLIBRARIES directory with a file extension of

".LOK". If any $RLFLIBRARIES/* .LOK files do exist, then the "lock" files must be deleted
before the library can be browsed again. This may happen if the RLF GB, or some other RLF
application, such as the SNDL translator, are terminated abruptly and the RLF libraries
therefore not gracefully closed.

Error Message:

** MAIN PROGRAM ABANDONED -- EXCEPTION "UNINITIALIZEDOBJECT" RAISED

Explanation: This message indicates that the RLF library may have become corrupted
due to a system crash or some other type of system failure. Usually the only solution to this
problem is to re-translate the offending RLF library.

Error Message:

RLF error in displaying concept attributes.

Explanation: This message indicates that an internal RLF error has occurred while at-
tempting to obtain the attributes of a concept. The knowledge base will have to be ex-
amined. The first method of examination could be to use one of the textual browsers to
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examine that particular concept. Beyond that, the only recourse is to examine the network
specifications for that particular RLF library.

Error Message:

Unknown error detected in RLF GB. Continuing...

Explanation: This error message is received when an error occurs for which no error
handling has been established. If you receive this error message, it is likely that the only
way to determine the cause of the error will be to put the RLF GB into a debugger and
attempt to repeat the sequence of operations that caused the error.

E.4 File Processing Errors

These error messages pertain to file processing. The only file processing done by the RLF
GB is when it attempts to read its knowledge base through calls to the core RLF routines.
The persistent form of the knowledge base is stored as files. Errors in file processing of this
type will be manifested as RLF error messages. These error messages were described in the
previous section, "RLF Errors."

In this version of the RLF GB, all external file processing is accomplished through the use
of the RLF "actions" mechanism. This means that if any external files are to be viewed or
manipulated in any way, then the method to perform that task will have been prescribed
by the library modeler. For example, the modeler may have specified any of several possible
procedures to view the contents of a file: vi in read-only mode, the more command (the UNIX
text pager program), the less command (a public-domain text pager program), or others.
If the argument to these commands is erroneous, then file processing errors will result. For
example, if the argument specifies a file that is nonexistent or inaccessible to the user due
to incorrect permission settings, then the command will probably fail and produce some
error message. If any of these types of error messages are received, it is usually beyond
the capacity of the RLF GB to fix the problem by itself. Usually the problem is due to
external file system factors and will need to be fixed by you, another user, or the system
administrator.

Files stored in an RLF library are found in the directory:

"* $RLFLIPRARIES/Text

or

"* $RLF.LIBRARIES/Text/model-name
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where modeLname is the name of an RLF library. (It is recommended that you
use the convention of using the RLF library's name as the subdirectory name in the
$RLFLIBRARIES/Text directory. Following a convention of this sort will help you to keep
the files you are storing more maintainable.) If there are file processing errors encountered
while using the RLF GB, then the above directories are the first place to look when checking
the status of the affected files.
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Main Menu

Figure 39: The Main Menu

F Appendix: Detailed Usage Scenarios

This appendix provides a detailed usage scenario. The intent of this section is to show an
example of how the RLF GB might typically be used, although, in the interest of brevity,
less functions are shown in this example than may be used by a typical browser in a typical
browsing session. A truly typical usage scenario would probably consist of some superset of
these operations.

F.1 Scenario 1: The Candidate Component is Known-Browsing

In this scenario, the user needs a particular reusable component-in this case a sorting
routine. In this scenario, the user knows what kind of sorting routine is the most suitable
for the application-a Quicksort routine.

STEP 1.

Invoke the RLF Graphical Browser from the command line:

%. Graphical-Browser

The Main Menu appears, as shown in Figure 39. Display the menu of libraries by clicking
the [Select a Library] button.

STEP 2.

Select the desired library. In this case, select the "Sort and Search" library, as shown in
Figure 40.

STEP 3.

The graph display view of the "Sort and Search" appears, as shown in Figure 41. The user
clicks on the root node to invoke its node menu. (The action of clicking on the node is
represented by the arrow-pointer with a dashed line leading to the node.)

STEP 4.
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Figure 41: A Graph Display View
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Figure 42: A Category Node Menu

The category node menu appears, as shown in Figure 42. The user clicks on the [Navigate
1>] option to invoke the Navigate menu.

STEP 5.

The Navigate menu is displayed, as shown in Figure 42. The user clicks on the [Go To a
Child] option to obtain a list of the root node concept's specializations, or child nodes.

STEP 6.

The list of child nodes is displayed in the Children menu, as shown in Figure 42. The user
knows that a type of algorithm is needed, so the option "Algorithms" is clicked on.

STEP 7.

This process of walking down the specialization hierarchy is repeated by clicking on the
nodes "Sort Algorithms," "Internal Sorts," "Exchange Sorts," "Quicksort," and invoking
their Go To Child menus, as shown by the arrow pointers in Figure 43. Finally the object
node "example-quicksort" is reached.

STEP 8.

After reaching the "example-quicksort" node, the user wants to look at the source code file
associated with that node. The user clicks on the "example-quicksort" object node and
invokes its object node menu, and then clicks on the [Perform Action t>] option, as shown
in Figure 46.
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Figure 45: Reusable Component Source Displayed in a Text Pager

STEP 9.

The actions provided for the "examplequicksort" node are displayed in a menu, and the
user decides to view the source code by clicking on the [View Source source] option, as
shown in Figure 44.

STEP 10.

A text pager is invoked that allows the user to peruse the source code, as shown in Figure 45.
The user pages through the text using the commands of the text pager. When finished with
viewing the text, the user issues the appropriate exit command. (In the case of the view
program, exit by typing either "ZZ" or " "

STEP 11.

The user decides that this is the component that is needed, so the Perform Action menu
is again invoked from the object node menu. This time, the user clicks on the "Extract
source" option of the Perform Action menu, as shown in Figure 46, and the source code is
copied into the user's current working directory.
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Figure 46: Selecting the [Extract source] Option from a Perform Action Menu

F.2 Scenario 2: The Candidate Component is Unknown-Guided Search

In this scenario, the user needs a particular reusable component-a sorting routine-but in
this scenario, the user does not know what kind of sorting routine is the most suitable for
the application. The only knowledge the user has to conduct the component search with is
that the candidate component is some kind of sorting algorithm.

STEP 1.

STEP 6.

Repeat Steps 1 through 6 as in the previous section.

STEP 7.

In this scenario, the user focuses upon the "Algorithms" concept and invokes the node menu,
but instead of selecting a [Navigate] function, the user elects to invoke the [Advice] option,
as shown in Figure 47 since the exact kind of algorithm needed is unclear.

STEP 8.

Selecting the [Advice] option causes a dialog session to be initiated with the user. Questions
are asked of the user to help determine the user's needs. The answers that the user provides
help the RLF GB make inferences as to what area of the library may be of the most benefit
to the user. The RLF GB then guides the user to that area of the library.

The dialog session occurs in a pop-up Advice Dialog Box window. See Figure 48 for an
example of an initial Advice Dialog Box.

Figures 49 through 52 show examples of a dialog session that might occur; the numbers that
appear before the "caret" prompts are what the user types in-they indicate what menu
option will be selected from the given menu. Tle user presses the Return key or clicks on
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Figure 50: A Third Example Advice Dialog Box

the [OK] command button to enter the selection.

STEP 9.

The RLF GB has ended its inferencing session dialog and the user is now focused upon the
"Quicksort" category. An alert box is displayed that informs the user of the current location
in the library, as shown in Figure 53. The current focus is placed upon the "Quicksort"
category node.

At this point, as in the previous scenario, the user would proceed to examine and possibly
extract the contents of the "example-quicksort" component.
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Figure 51: A Fourth Example Advice Dialog Box
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Search String:

Figure 54: A Search String Dialog Box

F.3 Scenario 3: Textual Query Mode-Querying Search Mechanisms

In this scenario, the user knows a particular reusable component- a quicksort routine-is
needed. Instead of navigating through f- .hrary hierarchy, however, the user issues a simple
textual query.

STEP 1.

Invoke the RLF Graphical Browser from the corer.and line:

% Graphical-Browser

The Main Menu appears, as shown in Figure 39. Display the menu of libraries by clicking
the [Select a Library] button.

STEP 2.

Select the desired library. In this case, select the "Sort and Search" library, as shown in
Figure 40.

STEP 3.

Select the [Search] command from the command bar. The Search String dialog box is
displayed, and the user enters a string, as shown in Figure 54.

STEP 4.

The results of the textual query are displayed in a control panel. The user selects one of the
concepts from the panel, as shown in Figure 55.

STEP 5.

The view is centered upon the "example.quicksort" concept. At this point, the user may
then examine and extract the contents of the node, if desired, as in the previous scenarios.
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G Appendix: PCTE

In most respects, the PCTE version of this delivery of RLF operates in the same manner as
the UNIX version. However, there are differences, and this appendix presents the differences
in the PCTE and UNIX versions of RLF and some conventions which can be used to increase
portability between versions. This appendix assumes knowledge of PCTE, the Emeraude
PCTE product, and the esh encapsulated shell. A major assumption for this release of the
PCTE RLF is that you install the software into UNIX, then run esh scripts in PCTE to
install RLF libraries into the PCTE object base, then run the RLF GB from UNIX (since
it's not encapsulated - you just use the absolute pathname), and the PCTE version of the
RLF GB then accesses the objects in the PCTE object base. For a more detailed discussion
of library modeling issues with the PCTE version of the RLF, see the RLF Modeler's Manual.

G.1 Installing the PCTE Version of RLF

This manual assumes the PCTE version of the RLF has been installed and verified, including
the tailoring and proper installation of intialization files such as .profile. See the RLF
Source Code Release Installation Guide, Version 4.1 or RLF Binary Release Installation
Guide, Version 4.1 for detailed instructions on installing the PCTE version of the RLF.

As a user, you may want to tailor the .profile file, the initialization file for the esh shell
of the PCTE environment. The .profile file in the current release looks similar to the
following:

XAPPLRESDIR-$RLFHODE/pcte/bin; export XAPPLRESDIR
PATH--/rlf.tools:$PATH; export PATH
RLFLIBRARIES= /Instances4. ; export RLF.LIBRARIES
RLFPAGER-/usr/local/bin/less; export RLFPAGER

If any of the above pathnames are not appropriate for you, then change them to reflect more
suitable values. There are two environment variables that must be set before the RLF GB
can be run successfully. They are as follows:
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"* DISPLAY

"* RLFLIBRARIES

You can edit the .profile file so that these variables are automatically set every time you
invoke a new esh shell. The DISPLAY variable is not set in the above sample .profile file,
but it could be set there if desired. Note that environment variables are inherited by the esh
from its parent process.

The XAPPLRESDIR environment variable contains the location of the RLF_.Browser X re-
source file. The bitmaps directory should exist as a subdirectory of this location.

The RLFPAGER environment variable must be set to the pathname of a text pager. This
is the text pager that the RLF GB will invoke inside an zterm window to display text.

The RLFLIBRARIES environment variable is used by the RLF to determine the location
of the RLF libraries to be read. An RLF library must be created before the RLF GB can
be used to browse that library.

G.1.1 Starting the PCTE Server

Consult the Emeraude V12 System Administration Guide for information on how to start
the PCTE server.

G.1.2 Logging into PCTE

The "standard" method for logging into PCTE is sufficient for using the RLF GB. Consult
the Emeraude V12 System Administration guide for details.

Before logging in to PCTE, set the RLFHOME environment variable, if it hasn't already
been set. The value of the RLFHOME environment variable should be a pathname to the
top of the RLF installation directory hierarchy. If you are unsure what pathname to use
for the RLFHOME variable, consult your system administrator or the installer of the RLF
system. The pathname is probably the same as the location where the release was extracted
from the transfer media.

The RLFHOME environment variable is used for convenience; you could type the entire
absolute pathname instead, but that can become cumbersome.

% Isetenv RLFHOME pathname

Assuming your command search path is set properly to find the Emeraude PCTE commands,
and assuming you have been set up as valid PCTE user, you should be able to issue the log
command as follows:
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% l o-g

This should invoke an esh shell with a prompt similar to the following:

esh$

G.1.3 Creating RLF Libraries in the PCTE Object Base

If RLF libraries have already been installed into your PCTE object base, you may skip this
section.

After the .profile file has been tailored to your satisfaction it must be installed in the
PCTE object base before it can have any efffect. The UNIX file is copied into the object base
with the PCTE objecLtcopy command as in the following example:

esh$ [obj.copy -c $RLFHOME/pcte/bin/pcte.profile $PCTEHOME/. profile

Before the RLF GB can be successfully invoked in the PCTE environment, an RLF library
must be installed into a PCTE object base. To accomplish this, the following procedures
may be used.

Any of the esh scripts in the models subdirectory of the RLF release may be used to create
the associated RLF library in the PCTE object base. The following examples show the
creation of the "Animals" RLF library.

Invoke the esh script using the full UNIX pathname to the script, with an argument of the
pathname to the RLFHOME location:

esh$ I*RLFHONE/models/animals/Build..Animals.Lib. esh $RLFHOMEI

The script BuildAnimals-Lib. esh copies the necessary files from UNIX into the PCTE
object base and executes the Lmdl translator on the LMDL script.

G.1.4 Invoking the PCTE RLF Graphical Browser

After an RLF library has been installed in the PCTE object base, the RLF Graphical-Browser
may be invoked. To invoke the RLF GB from within the PCTE environment, use the full
UNIX pathname as in the following example:

esh$ i$RLFHOME/pcte/bin/Graphical-Brwser
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G.2 File Naming Restrictions

The Emeraude implementation of PCTE places restrictions on the length of object names and
makes assumptions about the use of '.' in object names. The names of files containing assets
which are available in an RLF reuse library are restricted to 32 characters in length when
using PCTE. These are the files that reside beneath the Text subdirectory of any directory
€:here RLF libraries have been constructed. Additionally, the names of files containing
reusable assets in the library should not contain the '.' character, since this indicates a
special meaning to the Emeraude implementation of PCTE. The convention established by
this version of RLF for PCTE is to replace any '.' characters in file names with the underscore
character, '_'. An exception to this convention is the .rlfrc start-up file., which the PCTE
version of RLF will look for as an entity named rlfrc. e.

To increase the similarity in the way libraries are represented in the UNIX and PCTE versions,
and to ease transition between versions, the preferred link type of every object in or beneath
the directory object where the library was built must be set to ". e". This includes files
representing a library's assets and any action scripts which might appear below the Text
directory. The preferred link type of the directory object indicated by the environment
variable, RLFLIBRARIES, also needs to be ". e" so that its subdirectories can be traversed
easily.

Library representations built with the PCTE version of RLF also require a directory object
named rlf.-tools to be a first-level subdirectory of the directory object where the library
is built. This directory object must also contain two tools named asciifile.tool and
displ-attr. tool. These tools are required frr RLF's default actions to operate correctly.

For examples of library model construction for the PCTE version of RLF, examine the
".esh" versions of the build scripts for the example libraries delivered with the RLF. These
scripts are found in each subdirectory of the models subdirectory of an RLF installation.
These scripts can be modified and reused to help automate the procedures required to build
an RLF reuse library with the PCTE version.
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H Appendix: Reporting Problems

'ike most software, especially that of a prototypical nature, the RLF GB may contain un-
known bugs (along with some known bugs). If you encounter any problems with this software,
or have any suggestions for enhancements, you are encouraged to report them to STARS
personnel. The Version Description Document included with this release provides instruc-
tions for doing this, including information on available Internet electronic mail addresses.
Also included in the distribution is a problem report form for formally submitting problem
reports.
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I Appendix: References

This section lists a number of resources that are available for further information. The
topics are relevant to the use of the RLF GB and include the RLF, the RGB. the X Window
System, Ada, and PCTE references.

For more detailed information on the RLF, see the following documents:

For more detailed information on the RLF, see the following documents:

A * RLF Binary Release Installation Guide, Version 4.1, STARS-UC-05156/0O12/00;
March, 1993.
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A e RLF Modeler's Manual, Version 4.1, STARS-UC-05156/011/00; March, 1993.

A * RLF Administrator's Manual, Version 4.1, STARS-UC-05156/017/00; March, 1993.

A * RLF Binary Release Version Description Document, Version 4.1, STARS-UC-
05156/016/00; March, 1993.

A * RLF User Tutorial, Version 4.1, STARS-UC-05156/018/00; March, 1993.

A * RLF Administrator Tutorial, Version 4.1, STARS-UC-05156/019/00; March, 1993.

A * RLF Modeler Tutorial, Version 4.1, STARS-UC-05156/020/00; March, 1993.

* R. J. Brachman and J. Schmolze, "An Overview of the KL-ONE Knowledge Repre-
sentation System," Cognitive Science, 9(2) (Spring 1985), pp. 171-216.

* Gordon, D.M, "A Graphical User Interface in Ada for Domain-Specific Reuse Li-
braries," TRI-Ada '92 Proceedings, Orlando, FL; November, 19()2.

* K. Wallnau, J. Solderitsch, M. Simos, R. McDowell, K. Cassell, and D. Campbell,
"Construction of Knowledge-Based Components and Applications in Ada," Proceed-
ings of AIDA-88, George Mason University, Fourth Annual Conference on Artificial
Intelligence and Ada, November 1988, pp. 3-1 through 3-21.

For more detailed information on the RGB, see the following documents:

"* RGB 1.0 Version Description Document (VDD), STARS-US-020401/001/00

"* RGB 1.0 User's Manual, STARS-US-020401/002/00
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For more detailed information on using X and the twin window manager. see the following
book:

* X Window S!y•l at User's Guide for XII R3 and R4, Third Edition; Quercia, Valerie.
and O'Reilly, Tim; O'Reilly & Associates, Inc.; Sehastapol, CA; 95472; May 1990.

For more detailed information on Ada/Motif see the following documents:

* Ada/Motif Release 1.1, The Complete Ada Binding for XIIR4 and OSF/4lotif 1.1.
Users Manual, Systems Engineering Research Corporation (SERC), Mountain View,
CA; Sept. 28, 1992.

For additional information on the Asset Library Open Architecture Framework (ALOAF)
and the Common Data Model, see the following document:

* Asset Library Open Architecture Framework, Version 1.0; STARS-TC-04041/001/01;
28 February 1992.

For more detailed information on Sun Ada see the following documents:

"* Sun Ada User's Guide, March, 1992

"* SPARCworks/Ada User's Guide, March, 1992

For more detailed information on Emeraude PCTE see the following documents:

* The Emeraude Environment, GIE Emeraude, 1992; PC6A1, 68, route de Versailles,
788430 Louveciennnes, FRANCE.
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